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For public health purposes, England is divided into very different 
administrative areas: we have counties, varying in population from 
20,000 in Rutland to 1,775,000 in Lancashire; county boroughs, 
varying from the minimum of 50,000 to nearly 1,000,000 in Birming
ham ; then non-county boroughs, varying generally from a few thous
and to 50,000; urban districts, and rural districts. Scotland, Wales, 
Ireland, and London have a still different constitution.

Parliament in 1911 and by later Acts laid on county councils and 
county borough councils the duty o f preparing and carrying out 
schemes dealing with the prevention and treatment o f tuberculosis, 
which must be satisfactory to the central authority, namely, the 
Ministry o f Health at London. Although the population and size 
of the areas vary so considerably the general aims and objects o f the 
schemes are the same, and in this article I attempt to set out the main 
features o f  the scheme adopted by the Lancashire County Council, 
which is the largest unit with a comprehensive scheme under its own 
control in England.

Lancashire is both an industrial and agricultural county and con
tains altogether a population o f 5,000,000. The cities of Manchester 
and Liverpool and fifteen other county boroughs are each responsible 
for their own health work and tuberculosis schemes, and this leaves 
a population o f one and three-quarter millions residing in the 19 non
county boroughs, 83 urban and 19 rural districts—-forming what is 
known as the Administrative County o f Lancaster— under the control 
o f the Lancashire County Council. The tuberculosis work is dele
gated by the Council to a Tuberculosis Committee, whose medical 
adviser I am.

Special treatment is provided under the scheme for all forms o f 
tuberculosis occurring in children and adults. The qualification o f a 
patient for treatment is residence in the County area, and treatment 
is provided free o f cost.
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On the 1st January, 1924, there were on the tuberculosis dispen
sary registers 10,029 patients suffering from tuberculosis (pulmonary 
6,723, non-pulmonary 3,306) equal to 565 per 100,000 o f the general 
population.

T he D ispensary Organization

All tuberculosis work in England centres round the tuberculosis 
dispensary. This is due to the pioneer work of Sir Robert Philip 
in Edinburgh, whose work there is now made the basis o f recent 
preventive and treatment measures dealing with tuberculosis.

Thus to fulfill its proper function, a tuberculosis dispensary should 
be the centre o f activity for a town or district in regard to measures 
for the prevention o f the disease, the expert examination and diag
nosis o f cases, together with the supervision, special treatment, and 
care o f all known tuberculous persons. The tuberculosis officer him
self should be a first-rate clinician, o f mature judgment and exper
ience, o f high professional standing, possessing expert knowledge o f 
tuberculosis in its varied phases, and looked upon as a consultant by 
the doctors in general practice; he must have tact, discrimination, and 
administrative ability.

The efficiency o f the special work undertaken in a tuberculosis 
scheme depends directly on the dispensary organization set up, and 
although considerable prominence is so often given to the work done 
in sanatoria, the dispensary organization is undoubtedly o f primary 
importance because all the work is directed towards early diagnosis 
and prevention rather than cure. The dispensary tuberculosis officer 
and his staff have to carry out the most delicate duties, working in 
the closest co-operation with the medical practitioners and local 
health officials, diagnosing with due sense o f responsibility cases 
referred to them, advising the appropriate form o f treatment, inves
tigating tactfully and at first-hand the home conditions, and effec- 
ively supervising the home treatment of patients.

The greater part o f the Administrative County is divided into 
five large dispensary areas with an average population o f 345,000, 
each area being under the charge o f a consultant tuberculosis officer 
o f high status and ability with a salary of £800 per annum rising to 
£1,000, who has an office and small clerical staff at his chief dispen
sary. To assist the consultant tuberculosis officers there are alto
gether eight assistant tuberculosis officers and 30 tuberculosis health 
visitors, the latter being fully trained nurses, possessing a certificate
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in sanitation and experienced in social work. In each area there is a 
chief dispensary and also one or more branch dispensaries, making 
altogether a total o f 23 dispensaries in the County Area. For ad
ministrative convenience two dispensary sub-areas have been created 
covering the rural districts around two sanatoria, and the medical 
superintendents act as consultant tuberculosis officers for the sub
areas. ,

Ordinary symptomatic treatment is not undertaken at the dis
pensary if the patient is attending his own doctor; the tuberculosis 
officer and his staff deal more particularly with the diagnosis of 
patients, having at their disposal special facilities for such work as 
bacteriological examination o f specimens o f sputum, x-ray examina
tions, blood tests, examination of urine, and observation o f doubtful 
or difficult cases in suitable hospitals. There is an x-ray 
apparatus in one dispensary in each of the areas, used by the tuber
culosis officer himself with suitable laboratory assistance. At home 
patients are treated by their own private doctors. Persons coming 
under the National Health Insurance Acts receive medical attendance 
fiee as part o f Medical Benefit; a non-insured person attends his 
own private doctor and pays for the cost thereof. General supervision 
is exercised by the dispensary staff over a patient’s home treatment, 
and special attention is given to general hygienic and preventative 
measures carried out in close co-operation with the medical attendant 
and the local authority. The tuberculous patients are examined by /
the tuberculosis officers at suitable intervals according to the nature 
and severity o f the case, and on their recommendation appropriate 
special treatment is arranged where necessary.

The thirty county tuberculosis health visitors pay visits to the 
patients’ homes and assist at the dispensary clinics. They report on 
the conditions of the patients’ homes and a copy o f their report is sent 
to the local medical officer o f health whose attention is drawn to any 
sanitary defect. These nurses co-operate most effectively with the 
local sanitary authorities, doing in effect all the work necessary for 
tuberculosis cases and preventing any overlapping.

It is an essential part o f the scheme that general practitioners 
should be encouraged to refer cases to the tuberculosis officer whilst 
they are still doubtful or in the early stage o f the disease, so that 
special treatment may be commenced whilst the prospects o f arrest 
are good. The success of this depends upon the close co-operation be
tween the general practitioners and the tuberculosis medical staff; in
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the Administrative County during 1923, seventy-seven per cent, o f 
new cases were referred to the tuberculosis officers by the practition
ers prior to statutory notification, which indicates the confidence the 
practitioners have in the scheme.

Systematic examinations are made of contacts especially among 
those o f patients with positive sputum, in order to detect early or un
suspected cases o f tuberculosis. The number o f contacts examined 
in 1923 amounted to 1,535, revealing 119 definite cases o f tuberculosis, 
equal to 77.5 per 1,000 contacts. This represents a much higher 
figure than any random sampling o f the population would give.

A t the end o f every year a census o f the housing conditions o f 
patients is taken by the dispensary staff. O f the total number of 
1,773 pulmonary cases considered infectious or contagious the hous
ing conditions at the end of 1923 were: Patients occupying separate 
bedroom 65 per cent., patients occupying separate bed but not separate 
room 25 per cent., and patients without separate bed 10 per cent. The 
County Council have purchased a stock o f bedsteads and mattresses 
which are lent out to necessitous cases in order to assist in the isolation 
o f patients, and by this means— despite the well-known housing 
shortage and consequent over-crowding— the proportion o f patients 
without a separate bed has been reduced from 17 per cent, in 1921 
and 13 per cent, in 1922 to the present figure o f 10 per cent.

In addition the following matters are dealt with under the dis
pensary organization:— Actual nursing o f selected cases, loan o f sleep
ing shelters to suitable cases, loan o f nursing requisites to necessitous 
cases, provision o f surgical appliances for crippled children or surgi
cal cases, provision o f special nourishment (m ilk), provision o f ther
mometers, paper handkerchiefs, sputum cups, dressings, etc.

V oluntary Care Committees.

Seventeen Voluntary Care Committees covering a population of 
780,000 have been formed in the County. Their administration ex
penses are borne by the County Council, who also contribute towards 
their funds about £500 per annum.

Care work, or after-care work, may be described as something 
additional to the official and routine methods adopted by a local 
authority for its tuberculosis scheme. The objects o f these Care 
Committees are as fo llow s:—
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(a ) To assist in the purchase o f clothing which patients need 
when entering a sanatorium.

(b ) T o provide food and clothing for poor patients who are 
receiving treatment at home.

(c )  To give assistance in kind to dependants in necessitous 
cases.

(d )  T o assist patients who are recovering to obtain suitable 
employment.

(e )  T o give suitable advice and encouragement to patients and 
their friends, and generally to assist the dispensary staff 
in the enlightenment o f the public as to the laws o f health 
and the facilities for treatment.

During 1923, 444 patients were assisted in one way or another.
The income of the Committees is derived from voluntary sources 

by means o f house-to-house collections, periodical contributions from 
factories and workshops, proceeds of concerts, whist-drives, socials, 
flower-days, football matches, etc., grants from trade-unions, em
ployers’ associations, boards o f  guardians and other bodies. The 
committtees are composed in the main o f representatives of local 
authorities, trade-unions, guilds o f  help, and other persons interested 
in the welfare o f tuberculous patients. The consultant tuberculosis 
officer acts as medical adviser to the committee and the tuberculosis 
health visitor as one o f the hon. secretaries.

These voluntary committees are doing most valuable work in 
assisting patients, and they further help to make known the extent and 
aims o f the tuberculosis scheme, which is important propaganda work.

For the remainder o f the County where no care committees have 
yet been established the care work is done through the dispensary 
staff out o f funds provided by the Council, but the amount available 
for relief is not so great as in the care committees’ districts owing to 
the lack o f funds from voluntary sources.

Institutional Treatment.

Institutional accommodation, totalling 888 beds, is available for
County cases:—

Number of beds in Sanatoria and Hospitals for cases o f
pulmonary tuberculosis .................................................... 575

Number o f beds in General and Special Hospitals for cases
o f non-pulmonary tuberculosis......................................... 313
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There is approximately one sanatorium bed for every 5,500 o f 
the population o f the Administrative County.

The number of patients awaiting admission to sanatoria and hos
pitals varies according to the season of the year, but the average is 
about 80 for pulmonary cases and 20 for non-pulmonary cases.

The 888 beds mentioned are contained partly in sanatoria and 
hospitals belonging to the County Council and partly in institutions 
belonging to other local authorities or voluntary bodies. Altogether 
the County Council have arrangements with some 55 separate institu
tions for the treatment o f patients.

As far as possible patients in an advanced stage of the disease 
from each of the five dispensary areas requiring isolation are accom
modated in pulmonary hospitals situated in or near the area, and in 
four o f the areas the tuberculosis officer acts as visiting medical 
superintendent o f the pulmonary hospital. In order to keep ac
quainted with the cases in other hospitals, arrangements have been 
made for the tuberculosis officer to visit periodically such hospitals 
in their areas and confer with the medical superintendent as to the 
question of extensions o f treatment, the tuberculosis officer knowing 
at first-hand the home conditions o f the patients.

Sanatorium Treatment.

Adverse criticisms have occasionally been directed to the efficiency 
and results of sanatorium treatment. A  careful analysis has been 
made o f the after-histories of a large number o f patients who have 
undergone sanatorium treatment compared with the after-histories of 
patients similar, as far as possible, in age, sex and severity o f the 
disease, who did not receive sanatorium treatment. The conclusions 
based on 3,868 patients’ records were as follow s:

O f 927 sanatorium cases and 700 non-sanatorium cases in the 
early and intermediate stage with negative or absent sputum com
mencing* treatment during the five years 1914-1918:—

17.0% of sanatorium cases had died at end of 1923;
45.3% of non-sanatorium cases had died at end o f 1923;

and of the 1,301 sanatorium patients and 940 non sanatorium 
patients with positive sputum:—

69.2% of sanatorium cases had died at end of 1923;
87.4% o f non-sanatorium cases had died at end o f 1923.
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I consider it now proved that, given reasonably early cases for 
treatment and an institution with a capable superintendent, sanatorium 
treatment is justified by results.

Every effort is made, and successfully so, to keep patients occupied 
on purposeful work as part of sanatorium treatment. This has had 
the effect o f making the patients more settled and contented, and the 
proportion wishing to go home before their time or committing 
offences against the rules has considerably diminished.

Cost of the T uberculosis Scheme.

The total cost of the buildings and land occupied by the County 
Council for sanatoria, hospitals, and dispensaries has been over 
£130,000.

The gross cost of the tuberculosis scheme of the County Council 
for 1924-25 is budgeted at £155,084, o f which £59,905, correspond
ing to a rate of 1.34 pence in the £, will fall on the County Rates, 
the balance being met by grants and payments from the Government.

Notification and A pplications for Treatment.

By Government Regulations every case o f tuberculosis— both 
pulmonary and non-pulmonary— has to be notified by the medical 
attendant to the local medical officer o f health o f the sanitary district 
in which the patient resides, and particulars of each notification are 
furnished by an efficient procedure to the tuberculosis officer.

Notification o f cases by doctors is now carried out much better 
than in former years. In more than 93 per cent, o f the deaths from 
pulmonary tuberculosis in 1923, the case notification had been duly 
made.

It is an unsatisfactory feature that only one-quarter o f the new 
adult pulmonary cases applying for treatment in 1923 were in the 
early stages. Careful investigation over several years shows most 
clearly that the delay in applying for treatment was due chiefly to the 
disinclination or unwillingness o f patients to consult their doctor when 
feeling ill. This points to the need for educating the public, which 
has not been followed in England as much as might have been.

T uberculosis Death-Rates per 100,000 of Population

The County death-rate from pulmonary tuberculosis is invariably 
below that for England and Wales. The Lancashire rate per 100,-



000 of the population in 1923 was 70— the lowest ever recorded—  
which is less than half what it was some thirty years ago.

W ith regard to the possibilities of the future, I am in no doubt 
that, as long as the schemes for the prevention and treatment of 
tuberculosis are continued and strengthened, and with further prog
ress in general sanitation and housing, the mortality from tuberculo
sis will become gradually less and less, until o f very small propor
tions.

County Offices,
Preston, England,

27th October, 1924.
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THE NEED FOR BETTER CARE AND NURSING 
FOR THE TUBERCULOUS BOTH IN INSTITU

TIONS AND AT HOME

E D W A R D  R. B A L D W IN , M.D.

Director of the Edward L. Trudeau Foundation,
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

An unsatisfactory situation that has always faced the superin
tendents of tuberculosis institutions has been the inadequate nurs
ing care of bed patients.

The rapid increase in the number of special institutions for the 
tuberculous has coincided with a steady decrease in the supply o f 
nurses available and willing to care for such patients. No induce
ments are made for the highly trained nurses to enter this field. It 
offers little attraction to the more ambitious young women who like 
action and variety. Nursing the chronic tuberculous patient excites 
no enthusiasm in them. In fact, few have had any training in or 
contact with tuberculosis except in its terminal stages, and these few 
only when serving in some large general hospital having special de
partments for chronic cases. Such contact fails utterly to inspire the 
pupil nurse; rather it fills her with dread.

This dread is shared too often by her head nurse or the physi
cians.

There is no gainsaying the fact that the nursing of tuberculosis 
has not kept pace with the best standards of care developed in the 
sanatoria o f the better class and ostensibly intended for early stage 
cases. Perhaps the tuberculous patient is more often conscious of 
the indifference or neglect because of his mental alertness and sen
sitiveness. He needs understanding, intelligent interest in his symp
toms from nurse and doctor alike. In the hopeful cases it is a posi
tive necessity; in the hopeless cases it should be a duty.

The ignorant but kindly practical nurse may therefore excel in 
the simple duties required for bedside care in hospital and home. 
Unfortunately the supply of these is also limited, and the best types 
are prone to find more congenial employment. The situation for
merly was frankly discouraging for the majority of tuberculosis 
cases, and it is little improved at present.
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With advances in knowledge, greater skill in diagnosis and treat
ment of tuberculosis has come about. Tuberculosis, even in its 
more serious forms and especially its complications, can be arrested 
when promptly treated by modern, precise methods. Surgery has 
found increasing favor in some of the abandoned cases of former 
days.

The trained attendant, theoretically a proper person to care for 
chronic diseases, soon transforms herself into a practical nurse if 
she has aptitude, and her inferior title is soon forgotten. In the 
United States such distinctions seem to be little understood or cared 
for, and the great movement toward public health nursing has taken 
many o f the best nurses out of competition. Hence, institutions for 
the tuberculous, being unable to obtain trained hospital nurses, have 
frequently been forced to take practical nurses or train their own 
patients to do the work.*

As the result of a recent inquiry made by the writer in the in
terest of a special training school for tuberculosis nurses, it was 
found that 56 out of 76 institutions employed practical nurses, and 
72 out of 85 institutions employed former patients. Moreover, the 
latter proved to be much more satisfactory when their state of health 
permitted unrestricted e ffort; even those who were handicapped in 
that respect were often preferred to the best trained nurses that could 
be obtained.

Here, then, is a field for helpful agencies to work. On the one 
hand is the unskilled, indifferent, often misfit person caring for the 
helpless tuberculous patient under the name of nursing; on the other 
the ex-patient, herself a source of hope and encouragement to de
spairing souls, and if given training in this specialty deserted by her 
healthy sisters, making her life count for good.

It is a worthy career and in the modern tuberculosis sanatorium 
or hospital, more conducive to her health than the office or school
room, both o f which close their doors to her. T o  become proficient 
and useful requires training in a special institution, and little en-

*The increased hospitalization of pulmonary cases in the State of New York  
outside of New York City, is shown by the following figures: In 1907
there were only 64 beds in county and city tuberculosis hospitals available; 
in 1921 there were 3040 beds available. In the entire United States there 
were fewer than 8,000 beds in 1904, while in 1923 there were 66,000 and the 
number was still increasing. Add to these the 75%  to 90%  who are at 
home, and the diminishing mortality from tuberculosis is seen to be only a 
beginning in the conquest. Moreover, the increased longevity of discharged 
patients means a growing problem for social service organizations.
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couragement exists today for sanatoria to undertake such training. 
It also requires resources beyond the reach of most public or semi
private institutions to meet the New York State standards. Never
theless, the Trudeau Sanatorium has undertaken it and hopes to con
tinue its school.

The writer believes that the rehabilitation of arrested tuberculous 
individuals is a pressing problem, and this outlet for a superior class 
o f young women who otherwise must return to sedentary office work 
or become burdens upon their friends, is of prime importance. It 
may be feared that relapse will occur from exposure to further in
fection. This fear may be dismissed, as there is ample evidence that 
reinfection of already tuberculous persons is not proven to occur.

Finally, any effort to save the tuberculous in his struggle is best 
made under the direction of those who have already won the same 
fight.



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN DISEASE PREVEN
TION AND THEIR RELATION TO MENTAL 

HYGIENE OF CHILDHOOD*

E M IL Y  P. BACO N , M.D.

Recent Developments in Disease Prevention and their Relation to 
Mental Hygiene o f Childhood*

Every child comes into the world endowed with certain tendencies 
which must be dealt with throughout life. He is therefore somewhat 
o f a victim o f heredity. Those who inherit good tendencies will 
flourish in the proper environment; those whose germ plasm is less 
favorably endowed have a darker future. But there is a more 
optimistic phase of the situation. Germ plasm may be badily dis
eased but usually there is some associated good tendency. Whether 
this good tendency will have a chance to develop and modify the 
victim’s behavior in later years depends in great measure upon his 
surroundings. For this reason, although the baby’s heredity does 
offer a poor prognosis, there is always a chance that in a favorable 
environment the good traits will be fully developed.

One of the essentials o f such an environment is freedom from 
disease, the effects o f which on the body and mind of the young 
interfere with efficiency throughout life. Consider the physical 
handicap of a rachitic child with her bow legs, constricted chest, and 
deformed pelvis. Consider the insidious, secondary effect that such 
deformities will have on her behavior reactions when she realizes her 
inferiority.

Much interest is manifested in the prevention o f diseases which 
result in death, or which cause permanent toxic or organic changes 
in heart, lungs or brain. More interest must be taken in the prophy
laxis o f all diseases not only to prevent the above conditions, but par
ticularly to protect the child from emotional and behavior disorders 
which are so commonly the result of physical disease. It was be
cause o f the conviction that this subject cannot be considered too 
frequently, that an attempt has been made in this paper to outline

♦Read at the Joint Meeting of the Pediatric and Psychiatric Societies of 
Philadelphia.
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some recent developments in disease prevention and their relation
ship to mental hygiene of children.

Disease prevention must begin during intrauterine life. Proper 
management of this period will prevent many abnormal conditions in 
the baby, two o f the most important being prematurity and syphilis. 
Every premature infant should be viewed as a potential case o f 
rickets, spasmophilia, secondary anaemia or delinquency. In a recent 
report o f a series o f cases, it was stated that forty-two per cent died 
within the first year; seventeen per cent were retarded in school at 
least one year; four per cent were psychopathic; six mentally in
ferior.1 These facts indicate the necessity of preventing prematurity. 
T o do this the co-operation o f the obstetrician is essential and has 
been enlisted, as is shown by the careful examination and judicious 
treatment he is offering pregnant women in prenatal clinics.

Can congenital syphilis be prevented ? It kills many babies; and 
at least one quarter o f those who live have physical defects and de
formities which often make them public charges. And this does 
not include those suffering from behavior disorders, which occur as 
a result of the general state o f malnutrition and physical inferiority.

The pregnant, syphilitic woman stands anti-syphilitic treatment 
well,2 and full doses o f arsenic given to the mother are not toxic to 
the fetus.3 Efficient treatment o f the mother results in a large per 
centage o f non-syphilitic babies as judged by clinical and serological 
examinations. Here again the obstetrician has a specific responsibil
ity in preventing disease.

One other of the many factors of the prenatal period which 
prevent disease in the off-spring, is the maternal diet. There is some 
evidence to indicate that the mother’s use o f foods, rich in vitamins 
and calcium, including milk, properly cooked leafy vegetables, fruit, 
egg yolks and whole grain cereals will do much to prevent rickets 
in the infant. There is definite evidence to prove that such foods are 
of direct value in normal tooth structure during fetal life. Further
more, a mother who takes such a diet, keeps in good health, and will 
be better able to nurse her baby at the breast— a very definite aid in 
disease prevention.

Another important period from this standpoint is that o f birth 
and delivery. Difficult, protracted labors, dry labors, and instru
mental deliveries too often result in birth palsies, fractures, hemor
rhage, and organic cerebral injuries which are responsible for many 
sickly, deformed, defective children. Many of these conditions are
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preventable. Here, again, the responsibility rests mainly with the 
obstetrician. During the last ten years three definite steps have been 
taken which should prevent many birth injuries: first, the organiza
tion o f carefully conducted prenatal clinics; second, more conscien
tious instruction o f medical students in the art and practice of 
obstetrics; third, a better solution o f the mid-wife question.

The weeks immediately following birth, popularly known as the 
“ New-born period,”  command much more respect than they did five 
years ago. In many hospitals there is now a “ New-born Service,”  
the object o f which is to secure for the infant the services o f both 
obstetrician and pediatrist. This period also is valuable from the 
disease prevention angle. In the first place, proper hygiene and 
feeding o f the infant during these weeks give him the best chance 
for good health and nutrition. In the second place, serious disabilities 
o f later infancy and childhood may be prevented by treating certain 
pathological conditions of the new-born, for instance, cerebral hemor
rhage. Careful and detailed examinations o f the baby by one who 
is familiar with the normal, are necessary in order to detect such 
early signs o f cerebral hemorrhage as slight asphyxial attacks, un
usual pallor or drowsiness, slight spasticity or muscular twitchings. 
Any of these symptoms, especially in the presence o f a bleeding time 
over five minutes or a coagulation time over ten, are indications for 
treatment; which consists o f intramuscular injections o f whole blood 
to stop the hemorrhage, and lumbar puncture for relief o f pressure. 
Such prophylactic therapy may prevent severe anaemia, deformity, 
imbecility, death.

Rickets is a disease, the exact etiology o f which is still unknown 
in spite o f extensive clinical and laboratory investigation. Faulty 
absorption o f calcium seems to be an essential, etiological factor, but 
the conditions in the body responsible for this poor absorption, are 
not known. The universality o f rickets and its serious effect on the 
body cannot be overemphasized. The secondary emotional disorders, 
so characteristic o f a rachitic child, are in part due to a sense of 
physical inferiority which he feels, and possibly in part to the effect 
of the abnormal mineral metabolism on the nerve tissue. “ The 
disease must influence adversely the efficiency o f a nation.”  It is for
tunate, therefore, that certain methods are now known which will 
prevent its clinical manifestations and serious pathological changes; 
these measures being the early use o f cod liver oil, direct rays o f the
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sun on the skin, and a diet properly balanced in calcium and phosphate
content.

Spasmophilia is another disease of indefinite etiology but like 
rickets is to some degree dependent upon abnormal mineral metabol
ism. Active spasmophilia, the most alarming manifestation o f which 
is eclampsia, can be prevented, if the condition is recognized and 
treated in the latent state. Symptoms o f this state are Chvostek’s 
facial phenomenon, Trousseau’s sign, increased electrical excitability 
o f peripherel nerves, and spasm o f the larynx with crowing inspira
tion. Blood calcium which is normally 115 mg. per litre o f blood 
serum, is 70 to 95 mg. in latent spasmophilia, and 65 mg. in the active 
stage. The preventive treatment is use o f sun, ultraviolet rays, and 
cod liver oil. Administration o f calcium in the latent period may 
prevent active manifestations.

The importance of preventing malnutrition is generally recognized, 
as is illustrated by the tremendous world-wide effort which is being 
made to combat this condition. Much time and money are spent 
in teaching children and their parents to recognize the value o f pre
venting and correcting defects, such as faulty vision and diseased 
tonsils, and in teaching them to eat good foods, to rest properly, and 
to play hard in fresh air and sunshine. These are fundamentals in 
the maintenance of good health. If put into practice they will largely 
prevent malnutrition and many o f the diseases to which it subjects 
its victims, such as tuberculosis, acute infections, indigestion, and 
indirectly, retardation in school and delinquency, which so often seem 
to be dependent upon physical disability.

In spite of the excellency of the work now being done, much of 
the teaching is not practical; big fundamental problems are still to be 
dealt with. A  boy cannot sleep long hours and sound if he has two 
bed-mates and five room-mates; neither can he exercise adequately 
on hard, sunless streets, overrun with traffic. Till there are more 
supervised playgrounds for children of all ages, and till housing and 
living conditions are more satisfactory, only a part o f the program 
of prevention of malnutrition can be put into effect.

Striking advances have been made in the prevention of infectious 
and contagious diseases in the last decade, a statement the value of 
which is scarcely yet appreciated. Consider scarlet fever. Prevent 
this condition in children and there will be a definite decrease in the 
incidence o f nephritis, otitis media and subsequent deafness, toxic
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rhental conditions, and of abnormal behavior reactions, the inevitable 
result o f serious, protracted illness.

Careful study must be made o f the recent investigations of 
Dochez,4 the Dicks,®8 7 Blake8 and others. Strains o f hemolytic 
streptococci with specific biological reactions have been isolated from 
scarlet fever patients.4 6 These organisms and their toxic filtrates 
have caused the disease experimentally.® Serum obtained from horses 
immunized with the same type o f streptococci, has cured scarlet fever. 
The toxic filtrate, in proper dilution, gives a skin reaction which the 
Dicks believe determines susceptibility to the disease;8 their work 
has been confirmed by Zingher and others working independently. 
In greater concentration the toxin has been used in active immuniza
tion with inconclusive but promising results.7 Specific cure and 
prophylaxis o f scarlet fever have reached a very hopeful stage.

The safety and efficacy o f diphtheria immunization is proven. 
The burden of responsibility rests upon the medical profession to 
prevent this dread disease. It can be done. Measles and whooping- 
cough are particularly to be feared, because the laity consider them 
rather mild illnesses, whereas in reality their complications and seque
lae, especially in young children, are often serious. Quarantine is one 
prophylactic measure which is sadly abused. Greater co-operation 
might be urged among those suffering from contagious diseases, the 
medical profession, and public health authorities in observation of 
quarantine. Results o f specific phophylaxis o f measles are highly en
couraging in two respects.9 First, complete, though temporary im
munity has been conferred upon children exposed to the disease by 
early administration o f convalescent serum. This method should be 
valuable for feeble or very young children such as are found in 
orphan asylums or hospitals. Secondly, the symptoms o f measles 
have been ameliorated and the complications decreased by the use of 
the serum during the attack. Reports on prevention o f whooping 
cough are not uniform. Best known methods are observation of 
quarantine, and use o f pertussis vaccines, which seem o f prophylactic 
value in some cases.

The urgent need of preventing such scourges as encephalitis and 
poliomyelitis is evident to this group who see the paralyzed limbs 
and toxic mental changes which follow in their wake. Scientists have 
not been able to prevent these conditions, but reports from various 
laboratories indicate that untiring investigations are being made to 
this end.
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An apparently minor infection, but one which should be pre
vented on account o f  its extraordinary prevalence among children, 
its chronicity and its almost invariable complications, is the common 
cold. Repeatedly a child seen with coryza will develop a purulent 
nasal and post pharyngeal discharge possibly from extension to sin
uses. This drains severely on his system and lowers his resistance, 
so that he may readily contract any infectious or nutritional disease. 
Furthermore, it is always probable that such a chronic state o f in
ferior health will lead to behavior disturbances. Present methods o f 
prophylaxis are, first, education o f  the public concerning simple means 
of preventing the spread of the infection, and second, maintenance o f 
good nutrition which will lessen susceptibility to it.

Children suffering from heart disease and the associated condi
tions, rheumatism and chorea, are typical of those who develop psy
choneuroses, due to their suffering, their restricted manner o f living, 
and their sense o f invalidism and physical inferiority. The general 
progress o f preventive medicine in the last twenty-five years has not 
seemed to influence the clinical manifestations o f this group. Best 
known methods o f prevention are the practice o f good dietetic and 
hygienic habits, and the elimination o f sources o f infecton. Results 
of eradication of such sources as diseased teeth and tonsils have not 
given striking results according to Ingerman and Wilson.10 Slow 
progress in the prevention of these conditions depends in part upon 
two factors: first, scarcity o f information concerning an organism 
etiologically responsible for the whole group or any part o f it; and, 
second, failure to investigate carefully less mentioned sources o f in
fection such as the sinuses, which probably share equal responsibility 
with the tonsils for this group o f diseases. Solution o f such problems 
as these will be of great value in supplementing the excellent and pro
gressive work already being done in cardiac clinics, whose purpose 
is the prevention o f potential and actual heart disease.

Prevention of diseases o f the endocrines is still very definitely in 
the stage o f investigation. Increasing knowledge o f the function and 
activity of these glands will throw new light on the cause and preven
tion o f many pathological conditions, including some about which 
we already feel well informed. Early X -R ay treatment o f enlarged 
thymus glands is apparently saving lives of many babies, who have 
been watched closely for first signs o f the condition (such as diffi
culty in breathing.) Careful, subsequent observation should be made 
o f these infants, and if no injurious effects in later childhood follow
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treatment, much may be expected o f it, as its indications for use are 
more generally recognized. Simple goitre in children should be 
detected early, and administration o f iodides begun as a safe and 
efficient means o f protection against this condition, which may lead 
to such disastrous results in later life.

One more pathological condition, which it is highly desirable to 
prevent is that o f protein sensitivity, especially certain types o f in
fantile eczema, hay fever, and asthma. The strain o f these con
ditions on the system must be intense. The constant itching o f 
eczema and the exhaustion of the asthmatic child after a night of 
labored breathing instead o f peaceful sleep must work harmfully on 
his nervous system, and result in abnormal reactions. It is often 
difficult to determine the cause o f these conditions; there is lack of 
uniformity in methods of prophylaxis and treatment, and conse
quently in results. But, fortunately, much can be done in a certain 
number o f cases by detecting the offending protein and eliminating 
it, or by desensitizing the patient to it.

In conclusion, a few suggestions are offered which seem vital to 
the future progress o f disease prevention. Study and scientific in
vestigation must continue. A  more accurate knowledge of chemistry, 
pathology, and bacteriology as they apply specifically to pediatrics is 
of fundamental importance. Thorough and accurate physical ex
aminations are essential in order that minor and incipient signs of 
abnormality will be detected and corrected.

The educational program includes a more convincing course in 
health promotion and disease prevention in the medical schools, so 
that young doctors may realize it is a greater science to prevent fifty 
earaches in children than to perform fifty mastoidectomies. Con
stant education o f the parents o f the influence o f early habit forma
tion on the future physical and mental health of children, is a univer
sal necessity. Education o f the public concerning the value o f quar
antine, and the advantages of using all the known methods o f im
munization against contagious diseases must be continued. And 
lastly, an honest and effective solution of the problems of unhygienic 
housing conditions and inadequate recreation space must be made by 
civic authorities, so that thousands o f children in our great cities may 
develop normally in body and mind.
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DIET IN DISEASES OF THE SKIN*

H A R V E Y  P. T O W L E , M.D.
Boston, Mass.

When one realizes how comparatively few years it is since 
Dietetics has become a science its development is amazing. Where 
once our only guide was clinical experience, we now have the aid of 
the laboratory. W e have an accurate knowledge o f the chemistry of 
food such as was totally lacking to our ancestors. With the elaborate 
laboratory analysis have grown up new methods of prescribing. In
stead of a rough schedule, we now base our dietary on food composi
tion and food values. Indirectly this Association is a result of the 
newer dietary methods, for with the demand for accuracy dietitians 
came into being. They have proved themselves invaluable to us who 
are interested in the treatment o f diseases of the skin, for diet plays 
a very considerable role.

In treating diseases of the skin by internal methods, such as diet, 
we are confronted with an unique situation. The internal organs 
lie beneath the skeleton and muscles and are therefore protected from 
all external harmful influences. They are consequently affected only 
by internal conditions. With the skin it is different. This is not 
only affected by all the internal agents and agencies but also, because 
of its exposed position, by a multitude of agents of external origin. 
Consequently we are under the double necessity o f considering not 
only the direct effect o f food upon the skin by which disease is pro
duced as the direct consequence of food, but also o f considering the 
indirect effect in which conditions are produced which favor disease 
from other causes. In the one case, the food is itself the cause of 
the skin disease. In the other case, food is merely a contributory 
cause which lays the foundation for without actually causing disease.

As an example of the direct, causative action, I may instance the 
rash which so often follows the ingestion of clams. Here the food 
acts as a poison which reaches the skin by way of the circulation 
and produces the eruption. Certain forms of eczema, furunculosis, 
impetigo, and some neuroses are examples of the indirect or con-

*Read before the Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Dietetic Associa
tion, Swamscott, Mass., October, 1924.
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tributory effect o f food. Improper feeding, as is well known, not 
only reduces the vitality o f the organism and therefore of each of its 
parts, but also tends to destroy that delicate balance which is neces
sary to proper functioning. If the balance is either depressed or ex
cited it is obvious that the part will either under function or over
function and in either event is more susceptible to attack.

O f course, in every case, the most easily digested food stuffs 
constitute the best diet. But, in skin diseases we have to go even 
further. W e must not overburden the digestion in any way, else we 
are liable to set up a reflex disturbance in the skin. One form of 
burden is caused by food which is not easily digested. That is to 
say the quality of the food may not be suited to the individual so 
that his digestive processes are overtaxed. Eventually the strain 
is reflected in other organs at a distance.

This form of overburdening is less common than that due to 
imperfect mastication and the accompanying habit of washing the 
food down whole. Such people habitually overeat. Such people too 
are more prone than others to skin diseases. It seems to me that I 
find fully one-half the patients with acne to be rapid eaters. In 
many cases of red, blotchy rashes over the face and body, rapid eat
ing and the consequent overburdening o f the digestion seems to play 
a very large part in the causation. I have seen more than one case o f 
urticaria which I was convinced was due to the habitual overloading 
of the digestive tract rather to poisoning by the food as such. Any 
organ will tire and function less perfectly if constantly overworked. 
A  tired intestinal tract sets up a sort o f maldigestion, as opposed to 
indigestion, with the consequence that poisoning is apt to ensue be
cause of the condition of the intestine, not because the food is poi
sonous. All we can do in such cases as these is first to try to im
press the patient with the necessity o f eating slowly, of chewing well 
and of not overeating. A  more likely method is to cut down the 
bulk of his food and to prescribe for a diet only such articles as re
quire a minimum of digestive effort.

Diet then must consider quantity as well as quality. The two 
really go together. A  diet carrying the correct number of calories 
and carefully designed with regard to proteids, carbohydrates and 
fats may be utterly unsuitable because of the digestive burden it in
volves by means of its bulk. As a rule, the best diet in skin diseases 
is the less bulky diet.

For many diseases o f the skin quality is more important than
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quantity. By that I mean that we have to pay heed to the chemistry 
o f the diet. Let us first consider the role of the proteids. Speaking 
very generally, we find it wise to lower the proteids in the chronic, 
dry, scaly affections in which there is a tendency to hyperkeratosis, 
that is to say, a tendency toward a multiplication of the cells of the 
outer layer of the skin causing it to become dry, hard and thickened 
in larger and smaller patches. Psoriasis, and chronic, dry eczema are 
good examples of such. An added reason for lowering the protein 
content in the food for this type of skin disease is that it is apt to 
be associated with a gouty or arthritic diathesis or with a tendency 
to nitrogen retention in the blood. A  lowering of the proteid content 
is sometimes, though not always, of value in cases of wide spread itch
ing without visible manifestations in the skin or at most only transi
tory wheals or hyperaemic macules. In some cases of pemphigus, 
occasionally in urticaria, a low proteid diet is helpful. In cases of 
skin disease associated with a sluggish color or with colitis a low pro
teid diet is indicated even to cutting out all meat, fish and eggs.

The carbohydrates usually affect the skin more indirectly, through 
a disturbance of the carbohydrate metabolism. In diabetes for exam
ple the patient is prone to develop pus infections of all sorts. In such 
cases the proper diet is that which is proper for diabetes. A  car
bohydrate diet is made up of bulky food stuffs which are liable to 
cause fermentation in the intestines. This condition reflects very un
favorably on an irritable skin and is also apt to aggravate any pre
existing skin disease. A  fermentative indigestion quite commonly 
keeps an acne alive which otherwise would recover promptly under 
ordinary external treatment. Moreover an excess of carbohydrates 
in this diet leads to obesity. Exudative inflammations in the groins, 
under the breasts, in the folds o f the buttocks, in the armpits occut 
more frequently in the obese. Naturally, a lowered carbohydrate in
take is indicated as an integral part of the treatment.

The role of the fats in the causation of skin diseases is not quite 
so clear cut, but is nevertheless not without importance. It is best 
seen, perhaps, in babies. In the presence o f a florid inflammation 
with heat and even swelling and with a tendency toward a pouring 
out o f moisture from the skin, the fats should promptly be cut 
down. Likewise in the diseases of the skin associated with obesity, 
inflammations and infections, the fats should promptly be cut down.

In diseases of the sebaceous glands, such as acne, sweets of all 
kinds should be forbidden. Chocolate is particularly harmful to
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; the skins of children. It almost invariably aggravates an existing
acne. In some children it causes a mottling of the skin, little red 
spots coming and going. In a few children, chocolate will cause 
an actual outbreak of red spots and acne-like lumps.

In the presence of an itching eruption, the sugar in the diet 
should be reduced. Occasionally it has to be omitted altogether. 1 
remember one small patient o f mine who could take only small 
amounts of sugar in any form. The minute the limit of his tolerance 
was exceeded, first his skin would itch, then the face and trunk 
would redden and in a few hours, his face would swell and ooze.

There are certain articles o f food which are so notoriously 
prone to disturb the skin that even the laity has learned to suspect 
them. You have all known people who could not eat strawberries 
without an attack of hives. Shell fish if not of the freshest and just 
out of the water are very apt to cause hives, particularly if there is 
the slightest disturbance of digestion present. Veal has a bad repu
tation among the laity, but I can not remember a case o f poisoning 
due to veal. Ham does sometimes cause an itching skin eruption, 
but after all not very often. While veal has a bad reputation with 
the public and causes no skin trouble, fruits bear a most enviable 
repute. Yet not everyone can take fruit with impunity. Now and 
then orange juice taken in excess seems to predispose the skin to 
itching eruptions. Grapefruit, on the other hand, although a citrous 
fruit, is usually well borne. Apples in excess are not to be recom
mended. Peaches have caused skin irritations. And so on. There 
is scarcely a food which has not at some time poisoned some one.

Before leaving this topic, I wish to mention the curious results of 
eating too many carrots of which the first reports came from Japan. 
The skins of the patients affected were universally stained yellow.

I should have made some mention of the cereals, as we are a 
cereal eating nation. Our forefathers used to say that oatmeal is 
heating. Our experience agrees with theirs that oatmeal does some
times, in some people, cause disturbances in the skin. The dry 
cereals, like shredded wheat, less often cause trouble. Not infre
quently it is possible to give such dry, double baked wheat foods 
without trouble to patients who, according to the food tests, are 
supposed to be susceptible to wheat.

You will find, I think, that the method of preparing the food has 
much to do with the apparent susceptibility of the patient. For ex
ample, a patient who developed a rash always after eating pork
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chops found that he could eat roast pork with impunity. The rea
son probably was that in the first the fat was cooked hard, fried, 
and was therefore particularly indigestible. The same thing is true 
of wheat. Many patients who can not eat fresh bread can eat a 
very dry toast or a rusk without disturbance. The different modes 
o f cooking work different changes in the molecular chemistry of the 
food substance. Cooking on the top of the stove does one thing. 
Cooking in the oven gives quite another product. Other things being 
equal oven cooking is superior to frying on the top of the stove. In 
these days of gas and electricity it would be interesting to compare 
their products from a dietary point of view with the old fashioned 
coal stove. Surely from the point of view of one’s palate, a steak 
cooked over wood embers is superior to them all.

The moral is that the best diet is well cooked, well served, well 
eaten. And just here I can not refrain from adding a word or two 
as to the value of service. Have you all not seen a well cooked meal 
unappetizingly served, the tray battered, the dishes nicked and if 
clean without that appearance and the food heaped any way into the 
containers? Isn’t food better enjoyed and therefore better digested 
if the dishes and silver shine, if the tray is covered with fresh white 
linen and a bit o f garnishing shows here and there?

In the foregoing we have sketchily considered the disease from 
the point o f view of the diet. I wish now to take up with you a bit 
more in detail the diet from the point of view o f some of the more 
common diseases of the skin.

Let us consider first the diet in acne. This is a disease which oc
curs chiefly at the age of maturity: from twelve to sixteen. There 
is a form which occurs in the adult which I shall discuss later. In a 
sense, acne is a development out of a purely normal physiological 
activity. A t the time of puberty the body is in a transition stage 
when it is casting off the childish state and changing to the mature. 
The whole body is in a state of unrest during this period. Speaking 
now only of the skin the glands enlarge and become overactive pour
ing their fatty, greasy products upon the surface of the skin until it 
is shiny and greasy. The skin grows sallow and even muddy over 
the regions where the glands are most numerous and active. All this 
is physiological and, if in mild degree only, will clear up of itself in 
a year or two. But, if for any reason, such as, for example, a gen
eral lack of vitality, the skin is unable to rid itself of this burden of 
increased glandular activity, the disease known as acne develops.
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First the ducts which discharge the products of the gland activity 
upon the surface become plugged and a black head develops at the 
mouth of the duct. This quickly becomes infected and inflammation 
results. This we call a “ pimple”  or acne papule. If now the pimple 
or papule becomes secondarily infected with pus germs, the acne 
postule forms.

How, then, can such a process be favorably influenced by diet? 
In answer I would say that diet alone rarely cures, though diet, if 
shrewdly and carefully chosen, will aid very materially in cure.

A t puberty, when acne is most prone to occur, we are dealing with 
an organism whose physiological activity is at its highest point. 
Therefore, whatever diet we prescribe for the acne, we must provide 
for the demands of the growing body. The necessity complicates 
matters somewhat as it naturally increases the amount o f food which 
has to be given. You will remember that we have already spoken 
of the disadvantages of a bulky diet. Then, too, you remember how 
rarely a child masticates his food, you will perceive that we encoun
ter another adverse factor. And, unfortunately, it is imperative in 
acne that the patient should not stuff himself and should chew well. 
An easily digested diet is essential. Cooked, that is, fried fat comes 
in the forbidden category and should be prohibited. I believe that 
while some white bread may be taken it is not wise to allow more 
than one full slice per meal. The loss should be made up by vege
tables. Sweet stuffs usually act unfavorably on acne, therefore sweet 
desserts are banned, those containing much sugar either cooked or in 
sauces. Jams, syrups, sodas and candy are all to be forbidden. 
Chocolate in every form is peculiarly liable to aggravate an acne. 
Eating between meals must not be indulged in although I habitually 
allow school children to have a little lunch in the forenoon, a cracker 
or two and a glass of milk, and to have afternoon tea, cake and 
cookies barred. It is the promiscuous eating which I fear. The 
practice usually means a chronic state of overloading. Meats o f all 
kinds, not fried, and containing some, but not too much, fat, bread 
in limited amount as indicated, vegetables, eggs, poultry, fruits and 
plain desserts are permissible. Bran bread as a substitute for white 
bread I discourage as the bran is indigestible and therefore adds to 
the overload.

Adult acne differs from the adolescent acne just described in that 
it is more susceptible to food stuffs themselves. The eruption, while 
affected somewhat by overloading the digestion, is more affected by
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food toxins. The problem then becomes largely an individual one. 
W e have to determine first, the capacity of the digestive mechanism 
and second, its food idiosyncrasies by means of tests, not neglecting 
however personal whims and idiosyncrasies. In adult diet a low 
starch content and a reduced fat content are almost always advisable. 
As in children, candy must be taken away and above all chocolate. 
Rapid eating is a common fault in cases of adult acne and is harmful.

In the cases of acne with abscess formations and in cases of boils 
as well, the patient usually has lost his powers of defense against 
germ invasion. In such cases, diet is very important. First it should 
be as abundant as is possible without overloading the digestive mech
anism. Second, it should contain a high percentage of oils, both veg
etable and animal. Third, sugar should be reduced one-half or more. 
I f  the patient can take it, a quart o f good whole milk together with 
salads and oil salad dressings should be prescribed. Cream taken in 
the milk or on cereals or other food help much. On the other hand, 
this forced diet carries with itself the danger of disturbing digestion 
on the one hand and on the other of slowing down the metabolism 
by adding too much fat to the body. These dangers must be avoided, 
of course. It is easily evident then, that forced feeding, of the type 
described, should be done under the eye of the physician lest the 
patient, in avoiding one trouble, run into another.

Eczema is always a prolific field for the amateur dietitian. As 
a matter of fact, no rule is possible as the term “ eczema” includes 
too many varieties and kinds of disease manifestations. The diet of 
course varies with the individual patient and with the form o f eczema 
as well.

In cases of infantile eczema, we first care for the amount of 
food to be given in twenty-four hours. Overloading the infant’s 
stomach will not only work havoc with his digestion, but with his 
skin as well. Therefore it is of prime importance that we reduce 
the amount of nourishment if we can do so without injury to the 
general condition. That is the first rule. Sometimes nothing more 
is needed than to take the overload off. That done, the external rem
edies will then, in many cases, be able to finish the cure.

This leads me to warn you not to expect too much of diet alone 
in eczema. A  wrong diet does increase the susceptibility of the skin 
and by so much demands rectification. But the exciting cause of the 
eczema comes from without and the disease process itself lies in the 
skin. Dermatologists today regard the dietary conditions, if I may
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call them that to you, as contributory or associated rather than causa
tive of the eczema.

After we have reduced the digestive burden by cutting down the 
diet, our next step is to study the fat and sugar metabolism for it is 
these two which are most often disturbed in infantile eczema and 
of the two it is the fat digestion which is the more often affected. 
In the very florid types where the inflammation is intense and where 
serum tends to accumulate in and on the skin, a sharp reduction of 
the fat intake is indicated, even complete suppression of fat for a 
short time. If the baby is fat, as they are in the majority of cases, 
they will stand the elimination of all cream well for quite a long 
time. Usually, however, it is enough to reduce the cream from one 
to two-thirds.

Whereas fat intolerance is very apt to occur in the stout, heavy 
infants whose very rapid gains in weight have been a source of 
family pride, sugar intolerance, in my experience, is more apt to oc
cur in the spare, wiry, nervous type. It is not nearly so common as 
fat intolerance, but nevertheless does occur. When present the rem
edy is obvious; reduce the sugar in the diet; change from cane sugar 
to malt and give less of that.

In the eczema o f adults we find quite a different picture from 
that in children. Consequently the dietary indications differ also. 
There is the same necessity for reducing the caloric value because of 
previous over feeding. There is even more necessity for demanding 
that the patient shall eat slowly and shall chew his food. But instead 
of fat, the proteid food is more often at fault. T o  a lesser degree 
the carbohydrates. Schamberg and his associates have recently done 
an extensive piece of research work in eczema. They found that in 
the majority of cases of adult eczemas the urea excretion was 
markedly raised. In children neither uric acid nor urea was affected. 
In adults temporary abstention from meat, fish and eggs will result 
in a very gratifying increase in the general well being and coincident
ly in the skin. In the presence of obesity, there should be a reduc
tion of the fats and sugars greater in proportion than the reduction 
of proteids. If there is great itching not limited to the areas of dis
ease but distributed all over the body generally, reduce the proteids 
and sugars. It occasionally happens that eczema occurs in the under
nourished in which case it is of the dry, scaly and peculiarly obstin
ate type. Here we have to do with a condition the exact opposite 
of that which we have been discussing. There we reduced the diet.
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Now we have to increase the diet to provide greater nourishment. 
The problem is rather difficult for if we push on too rapidly, we 
shall aggravate the skin disease on the one hand or upset the diges
tion on the other.

O f all diseases of the skin, the one seemingly most familiar to the 
public, next to eczema, is hives or urticaria. Here we have to deal 
with an intoxication arising in the intestine. Sometimes the intoxica
tion is specific, that is, is due to some one food to which the sufferer 
is sensitized. On the other hand, the intoxication may arise from 
the state o f digestive tract itself. For example, A  has always 
been sensitive to crab meat and has an attack of hives every time he 
eats it. B., on the contrary, has usually been immune to crab meat 
but one day suffers an attack o f hives after eating it. The reason 
is that some influence has temporarily affected the digestive mechan
ism so that its product is toxic. Fatigue, tonsillitis or other sources 
o f sepsis may cause this temporary upset.

In all cases o f urticaria we first empty the bowels thoroughly. 
Then we place the patient on the lowest possible diet for twenty- 
four hours. I know of one man who was allowed nothing but water 
for twenty-four hours. On the first day we allow nothing but gruels 
and crackers. Then we slowly increase the diet first with vegetables, 
then with carbohydrates and lastly with fish and meat. In severe 
cases o f urticaria it may be one or even two weeks before the patient 
can have even an approximately normal diet.

In the so-called chronic urticaria, in which the patient has daily 
fleeting attacks of hives over more or less extended periods, some
times lasting for months, we have to do in all probability with a 
specific protein poison. It may be bacterial or it may be food. W e 
however shall concern ourselves only with the food type. Such pa
tients we say are sensitized to some food substance, sometimes more 
than one. If we can by tests or study detect the particular food 
which poisons that particular patient, by eliminating that food we 
can interrupt the attacks o f hives. In children we have a fairly good 
guide to detection in the cutaneous food tests. In adults the food 
tests are not accurate and often leave us in the lurch. Even in chil
dren they are not invariably accurate and moreover are prone to 
change. I have watched positive tests become negative and then 
positive again. I have seen negative tests become positive and re
main positive.

Sometimes as a result of prolonged exemption from exposure to
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a toxic food the organism will recover its immunity. Sometimes by 
the subcutaneous injections of minute quantities of the toxic sub
stance we can, by gradually raising the dose, produce a lasting im
munity. If however prolonged rest and desensitization by injection 
both fail we have to seek for the cause in some pathological condi
tion o f the organism itself.

Before closing I wish to say a word about diet in psoriasis. 
There is no doubt but what, by diet, we can profoundly influence 
the disease for good. My experience however leads me to view with 
some doubt the reports of the cure of psoriasis by diet alone. 
Schamberg, some years ago, reported that the protein metabolism 
was profoundly disturbed in psoriasis. He found a very great total 
amount of protein in the scales shed by the patients in the course 
o f one twenty-four hours. He also found a very appreciable degree 
of nitrogen retention in the blood of psoriaties. The latter observa
tion has been verified by Dr. Denis in the laboratory of the Massa
chusetts General Hospital. There was therefore justification for the 
old time empirical use in psoriasis of a diet of no meat. In our 
studies made in the Skin Ward of the Massachusetts General H os
pital, we found that by placing the psoriatic on a 10 gram protein 
diet, without other treatment, that the eruption would improve up to 
a certain point where improvement stopped. W e also found that, 
after two or three weeks of this very low protein diet, the organism 
would take a diet o f 40 gram to 50 gram without protein retention in 
the blood and without aggravating the eruption.

I might add others to this already long list in which diet plays 
an important role in treatment if time were not lacking. I have 
however, I hope, said enough to indicate the principles upon which 
we proceed in skin diseases in general and in the discussion of spe
cific diseases to show what diets we use and how.



NUTRITION IN A NURSING ASSOCIATION*

S TE L LA  M. DEAN

Nutrition work in the Public Plealth Nursing Association o f 
Rochester, New York, began in the infancy o f that organization. 
In fact, it is still at the pre-school age with nutrition four years old 
its last birthday. W e are like a new college where there are no tra
ditions and the students promptly set themselves the task o f making 
them. So, in the Public Health Nursing Association where the 
nurses have just been forming their policies, nutrition has had an 
opportunity to build simultaneously.

That the nutrition workers came early in the history of the 
association is due to the faith of our director in a positive health 
program and in the contribution which can be made to it by the Home 
Economics woman. That we have developed a plan of action is due 
to the spirit o f interest and helpfulness between the staff o f nurses 
and nutrition workers; for the success of a nutrition program in a 
nursing association depends upon mutual co-operation.

It is interesting to trace the development o f nutrition in the Roch
ester association. In the beginning there was one dietitian who 
taught dietetics to the nurses and acted as consultant on special diets, 
budgets, etc. She also organized two Nutrition classes for school 
children, one in a hospital and the other in an outlying district.

A  step in advance was made when the Rotary Club asked the 
Public Health Nursing Association to supervise two milk stations 
in one of the congested districts of the city. This so increased the 
budget that two more workers could be employed. Dietitians were 
chosen instead of nurses, hoping that some work could be done with 
the families to whom milk was sold. However, educationally little 
was accomplished through the milk stations, for, we found that it 
took the best portion of the day to sell the milk besides considerable 
time to keep accounts and records up to date.

So the next year, instead of one of the dietitians, practical women 
were secured to carry on the routine of the milk stations under the 
supervision of the other dietitian who concentrated her efforts on home 
visiting. Thus, as we began our third year, our staff consisted of

*Read before the Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Dietetic Associa
tion, Swamscott, Mass., October, 1924.
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two practical women in the milk stations, one visiting dietitian and one 
teaching dietitian. By this time, our teaching had come to include 
“ Nutrition for Dental Hygienists.”  Also, we started three women’s 
clubs, one in connection with the Maternity Center, one on Budgets, 
and the third on Food for the Family. However, considering the 
number o f workers, we attempted too much. Only one o f the 
women’s clubs was successful. Through this experience we learned 
how much home visiting it takes to insure an attendance o f district 
women at a class. The Rochester association has not been long 
established and often the people do not know how to take advantage 
of it. Then, too, we learned how much follow up work it takes to 
prove that our instructions are really focusing in the lives o f the 
women. . .

Last year, with three trained workers and two practical women, 
we accomplished more in the teaching field especially with the pre
school children; and with the evolution of a record system. For 
we realized as soon as the nutrition workers began to open 
cases and to call regularly on certain families, that we needed to keep 
records. The problem was to make a system that would dovetail with 
that o f the nurses. Our plan is simple now that it is established. 
The nutrition workers write daily reports on home visits made, a 
permanent record o f which is typed in red on the running record o f 
the family history. Thus, at a glance, the nurse and visiting dieti
tian know what they are doing in the family. A  separate nutrition 
file is kept showing the number o f families active with nutrition. 
Each worker has field cards for her own families. These cards are 
either a different color than the nurses’ or stamped “ nutrition.”  In 
this way we avoid confusing our cards with the nurses’ and the system 
works out satisfactorily.

All cases are opened and closed by the nurse. Cases are usually 
referred to the association because of an illness in the family. After 
this has been investigated by the nurse, and after the sick member 
of the family has recovered, unless there is a special diet, the nurse 
refers to the nutrition department whatever nutrition problem she 
may see in the family. Here is a need of instructing the nurse for 
staff work. I f  the family ceases to be active with the nurse and con
tinues to be active with the nutrition worker, by visiting the family 
once a month, the nurse holds the case open to nutrition. Likewise, 
families carried by nutrition are supposed to be visited at least once a



month by the dietitian although her visits are not limited to that 
number.

The nutrition worker in a nursing association is obliged to follow 
the policy o f the nurse in many instances and especially with respect 
to doctor’s orders. In our association, it was decided last spring that 
the nutrition worker demonstrate the preparation of formulas ordered 
by the doctor. Formulas are never prescribed or changed without 
the doctor’s orders, and we are very conservative in the additions we 
suggest to the diet o f the child under one year. Similarly, in special 
diets the nutrition worker confers with the doctor or clinic and thus 
her work is far more consequential. Then, too it depends upon the 
individual situation whether the nurse or dietitian refers cases to a so
cial agency. For instance, in case of general malnutrition due to insuf
ficient income the dietitian may prepare a budget and refer for relief, 
while in case o f lack o f medical supplies, it would be the definite duty 
of the nurse. Here, again, is our chance for co-operation. The dieti
tian in a nursing association is helpless without sympathy from and 
with the nurse.

The type of work done in nutrition must necessarily depend upon 
the kind of work done in the nursing association. Because our 
association is financed by the community chest and because we work 
only in families known to the nurse, our work is limited to families 
eligible for dispensary care. Tw o of the five districts into which we 
divide Rochester are Italian, one Jewish and the other two poor 
American. Besides a main office, we have a district office in each of 
these sections. A  supervising nurse is in charge and working with 
her are several staff nurses. Altogether, there are thirty nurses in 
the association and this fall we are fortunate in having one dietitian 
in each district. As our association is concerned with the health of 
the family as a whole; we deal with generalized problems such as the 
budget and food for the family. Inasmuch as there are nutrition 
workers in the Rochester public schools; we are concerned with the 
school child only in case o f special diet. Again, following the policy 
o f the association, much emphasis is put on the infant and pre-school 
child. W e teach formula making in the district homes and give in
struction in the feeding o f normal and malnourished pre-school 
children.

Although last year our work in the homes was chiefly instructive, 
yet, over two-hundred demonstrations were made in district homes 
and about the same number of co-operative calls; that is, calls in
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which the nutrition worker was herself in conference with the doctor 
or social worker.

Besides home visiting which we aim to make a large part of our 
activity, ten different classes were conducted at one time or another 
during last year. In many of these, opportunity was given different 
student groups to observe and assist.

One new type of class began last fall, that is, what we call the 
pre-school nutrition class. Each dietitian conducted one such class 
throughout the year. To describe briefly, we counted as pre-school 
a child between weaning and going to school. W e included in the 
classes children found to be even tv/o per cent underweight as well 
as some obviously poorly fed and cared for. Usually school children 
brought the little ones into the district offices. Here they were 
weighed, health rules were emphasized by the use o f rhymes, pictures 
and stars, and a lunch served. Through close observation o f these 
children many physical defects were discovered and corrected, and 
we found after a four months period that the children gained in 
weight eighteen per cent more than the average. However, we con
sidered correction of defects and the learning o f health principles 
more important than gains in weight. Nevertheless, the weighing 
process gave us something definite to do, something which was under
stood by the youngest child and the most ignorant mother. With this 
interest to start with, we found many opportunities to impress time 
after time simple rules for health. And so, we have made a start. 
Rather than to wait until someone could show us a perfect weight 
scale, or rather than to wait until there were well children’s clinics 
in Rochester, or until the association could afford a pediatrician to 
give initial health examinations, we began.

Now, let us consider the course “ Nutrition in Public Health.” 
All nurses in the association are required to have a course in Public 
Health. During the four months given to this by the Rochester 
association each nurse devotes a proportion of her time to nutrition 
theory in the form of lectures and discussions and to practice in field 
and laboratory.

One hour a week during the four months period is devoted to 
theory with emphasis on nutrition in the life o f the nurse herself and 
of the people with whom she works. Little is given on diet in 
disease or on food principles, as it is implied that the nurse will have 
obtained this information in her hospital dietetics. W e try to make 
a health emphasis. The course begins with a review of the theory of



nutrition through a comparative study of the calorific requirement and 
activity o f the nurse on the district. The pre-school child is studied 
from the point o f view of diet and nutrition class work. Talks are 
given on food for the foreign born, in pregnancy and lactation. In
fant feeding, formula making and milk are other subjects discussed. 
The value o f the poster and of the demonstration method are em
phasized. Budgets are planned and costs o f food studied.

In close correlation with the theory is the laboratory work con
sisting o f the preparation and service o f a meal a week to staff 
nurses. The foods prepared are simple and inexpensive— suitable for 
teaching in the district.

Last year, a month’s experience was given nurses in nutrition 
field work, by calls made with the instructor or under supervisior in 
typical nutrition families. Special instruction in budgets, experience 
in preparing foods in district homes, and assistance with classes, all 
constituted a part o f the field work.

Thus, for a month, the nurse pretended not to be a nurse at all, 
but a nutrition worker in a nursing association. She referred nursing 
advice and care to the nurse on the case and was thus left free to 
observe the nutrition o f the family. Field work shows direct results 
vhen these student nurses become staff nurses, for, they know the 

type o f families to refer for special work in nutrition. Also, they 
have learned how to make a nutrition emphasis in those families the 
dietitian never touches.

And so, in conclusion, let me say that well do we realize, ours is 
not a perfect program. W e are only in the process o f developing a 
plan. Many are the obstacles confronting a young association; limited 
are the funds; few the workers; and in our case large the territory 
to be covered. W e have found it a handicap not to work directly with 
the school child and it is obviously difficult to teach people whose 
standard of living is low. What we need is more sympathy with 
these people and better trained workers to deal with them. Not 
least among our needs at present, is greater knowledge o f the pre
school child not only in his physical aspects but from the behavior 
point o f view.

This year, with a nutrition worker in each district or in the propor
tion o f one to each six nurses, we are more adequately staffed than 
ever previously. Out o f our experience in failure and success, there 
have come certain ideals with which we face the future. W e believe 
that one of the best ways to educate the foreigner is by direct contact
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with him in his home. There is nothing the foreign mother will not 
believe if the nurse tells her. That is, o f course, after she has seen 
the wisdom of the nurse demonstrated. With this in mind, our nutri
tion department aims at present to do more and better work in a 
larger number o f district homes. In the second place, believing that 
group instruction is economical in time and effort, each nutrition 
worker is aiming to teach at least one group o f whatsoever type she 
considers best meets the need in her particular community. And, 
above all, it is our purpose to foster the spirit which exists in the 
Public Health Nursing Association. And, not only in our own 
association, but in the larger group, o f social workers, doctors, nurses, 
and nutrition workers, my appeal is for more intelligence, kindliness 
and generosity, for are we not all working together to the same 
end,— the family?



:•

THE NUTRITION PROGRAM—IN RELATION TO 
OTHER PUBLIC HEALTH ACTIVITIES*

H E L LE N  G IL LE TT E

Part-Time Supervisor Nutrition Workers, The American Red 
Cross, St. Louis, Mo.

Before taking up the subject of the Nutrition program in the 
School let us consider some of the factors and agencies affecting the 
work. First— is there any use for Nutrition work ? William 
Palmer Lucas, Prof, of Pediatrics, University o f California Medical 
School, tells us that 19 o f the 22 millions school children in the 
United States today are defective physically. O f this group over one 
million are defective or abnormal mentally or nervously and of the 
total 19 million defectives 15 million -are defective for preventable 
reasons. H ow many of these reasons might be traced to faulty 
nutrition ?

During the past hundred years American dietaries have under
gone decided changes. For example: the average yearly per capita 
consumption of sugar has increased from 11 pounds to 90 pounds 
and other more essential food stuffs have fallen off in proportion. 
According to Dr. E. V . McCollum, the industrial development of the 
country has been harmful to the nutrition of the people. For exam
ple— the invention in 1879 of the Roller Milling process o f prepar
ing cereals has taken from our diets a considerable quantity o f min
erals, especially calcium and very largely those protective substances, 
vitamines, so necessary to normal development and health.

Archaeologists tell us that defects of the skeletal structure were 
far less common among the ancient Romans and early Britons than 
among peoples of those same countries today— May changing food 
habits be in part responsible for this? The ancient Egyptians living 
almost wholly on cereals— which we today recognize as an inade
quate diet, had poorer teeth than any of the other ancients. Defects 
in the development of the hard body tissues are not uncommon to
day among Americans, English and Scotch— people who use largely 
o f highly refined foods. Again Dr. McCollum says, “ Faulty skeletal 
development is the result of poor nourishment during pre-natal life,

♦Read before the Oklahoma Public Health Association.
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infancy and childhood.” The only effective remedy— a dietary re
form— can be brought about solely through an educational effort—  
hence the place o f Nutrition work in a public health program.

The State Extension Service through its Home Demonstration 
Agents and its food and nutrition specialists is carrying needed infor
mation into all parts of the state. In Oklahoma, through the “ Mother 
craft classes,”  a great many homes are being reached. The Health 
Crusade movement with its emphasis on the importance of right living 
is getting a considerable degree of this information across to the 
school children.

The Home Economics teachers have a distinct opportunity to do 
much to reduce the high percentage o f malnutrition found among 
children today, and because of their specialized training should be 
invaluable to other health agencies. Already some educational and 
health authorities realize this and are striving to meet this need. The 
especially trained Nutrition W orker co-operates with any or all of 
these agencies. It is her place to interpret into everyday language and 
carry into the home the results of the scientific experiments and find
ings of today. It is her duty to plan with the homemaker the dietary 
changes necessary to meet adequately the needs o f the family. This 
often involves readjustment of the food budget and here again the 
worker may give practical help.

An effective Nutrition program must be of two types— Preventive 
and Remedial. The preventive program includes instruction in food 
values, body needs, sanitation, etc., and is given to all the children. 
The remedial work is carried on with the malnourished group. These 
classes should be under the careful supervision of a doctor and if 
possible in co-operation with a Public Health Nurse. The Nutrition 
W orker follows up through careful instruction and home visiting 
those cases presenting purely nutritional problems; the nurse those 
cases presenting primarily physical defects. Together, they may de
cide how best to reach those cases presenting both problems. If no 
nurse is available then the Nutrition W orker must give the instruc
tion and follow up the work as best she can alone.

To have any permanent results the nutrition program must reach 
into the homes carrying instruction to the mothers. This is accom
plished through adult Nutrition classes and through home visits. A  
comparatively high percentage of malnutrition is found in the chil
dren attending lower grades especially the primary. Therefore the 
pre-school child should be reached with both preventive and remedial
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work so these little folks may have an even chance. No program 
is complete which does not include instruction to grade teachers con
cerning food requirements with special emphasis upon the require
ment of children of school age. The establishment of hot school 
lunches is another phase o f the Nutrition program in schools.

The itinerant program as developed by the South Western Divis
ion of the American Red Cross is particularly adapted to the com
munity able to support health work for only a part of the year. In 
one county where such a program has been carried on through three 
successive years, malnutrition among the school children was re
duced from 34% to 20%  and in the county seat, a town of about 
3,500, from 43%  to 21%.

In some places employing a full time Public Health nurse the 
Nutrition worker is brought in to do intensive work for a few 
months. Usually the nurse’s work is forwarded to a marked degree 
by this plan. The measure of success the Red Cross has had in car
rying on its work and particularly in giving the itinerant program at 
recurrent intervals is very largely due to the community organization 
effected and the spirit of social responsibility developed. As this 
spirit spreads the degree of co-operation accorded all health agencies 
' will increase and more surely may we attain our aim— a fit American 
Citizenship.



PLAY AND THE WELL-BEING OF THE CHILD*

EU G EN E T. L IE S

Special Representative Playground and Recreation Association of
America

Ours is the day of the rediscovery of the child. He has been all 
but completely lost in the jungles of our adult civilization. He has 
been dug out of a huge messy mass o f machinery, houses, ships, 
bridges, railroads, automobiles, aeroplanes, iron, steel, copper, brass, 
silver, gold, bricks and stones.

His body was bruised and his head bloody but fortunately there 
was still much of beauty, spirit and hope left. And in his eyes we 
saw the twinkling suggestion that he was glad to be back to help us, 
us poor adults, as soon as he was bandaged and fed, to clear away 
some of the wreckage which was threatening to engulf us too. He 
was so little, that is why he got caught first.

And, oh! how we do need him. W e need him just as much as 
he needs us. W e need him to save us from crass materialism. W e 
need him to serve us as an objective for all our moilings and toilings. 
W e need him to snatch up all that is worth while in this and past 
ages and carry it along courageously to the next generation. W e need 
him to save our own souls. Without him there is no real incentive 
to look forward and to go on in our getting and spending. Without 
him we simply eat and drink and are merry for this day only. 
There is no tomorrow worthwhile.

For it is true that when we genuinely realize our need, the world’s 
need, civilization’s need of the child, we shall begin to pay as much 
attention to the tending o f him as we do to the tending o f our houses 
and our cars, our railroads and our bridges, our counting houses and 
our trade-marts.

Fortunately we are getting that realization and are beginning to 
bestir ourselves accordingly. And as usual, it is the few who think 
and dare to raise pertinent and impertinent questions as to what life 
is all about anyway, who are leavening the lump until now, day by

♦Address read before Convention of American Public Health Association, 
Detroit, Michigan, October 20, 1924.
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day, they see increasing numbers o f adults crying out aloud: “ What 
must we do to save and be saved ?”

W e are all gradually getting to see that we are living in a rush
ing, bustling, complex era, marked on the one hand by amazing 
wonders and on the other by dangers threatening the very funda
mentals o f normal existence. W e are becoming aware that life is 
different than it used to be, that there are new, manifold and in
exorable demands being made upon us today that were not made upon 
the generations that preceded us, that these demands are directed 
to our bodies, our nerves, our minds and our very souls. Indeed, be
cause o f our blindness hitherto to this situation we are forced to look 
upon piles o f human wreckage all along the way, wreckage o f dis
eased and maimed bodies, wreckage o f death, of twisted minds, o f 
blasted hopes, o f perverted characters, o f prostituted innocence and 
thwarted happiness.

But I said the light was flaring among us. It is. W e know that if 
the human being is to survive, is to go through to his proper ends suc
cessfully, yes, if he is to be able to beat aside the dangers o f our 
type of civilization and also become a worthy torchbearer for passing 
on its blessings, he must be adequately, finely equipped for his strug
gle and his task. Are we not emphasizing more and more to our
selves the fact that there is needed a thorough-going and widespread 
understanding of what we may term “ homo-artistry,”  the making o f 
men?

T H E  P A S T  A N D  P R E SE N T

In the days o f yore the child in his everyday living received an all 
around training for adulthood. He felled trees and cut them into 
shapes and sizes fit for fuel and for building. He helped build. He 
drove and rode horses. Pie milked the cows and made butter and 
cheese. He aided in baking and weaving. He walked miles to school. 
He hunted and fished for food. In short his body became strong, 
his mind alert, his wits nimble. He created. He became practiced 
in co-ordination, in offense and defense. He knew his environment 
and gradually conquered it. He was busy with natural work and 
natural play. And he saw the stars in the heavens!

But that era is practically gone never to return. W e are crowded 
together in cities, live a hothouse life in tenements or in houses 
with little open space around them. W e warm ourselves with coal 
dug by others or with gas or oil prepared, delivered and piped direct-
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ly to our heating apparatus. W e light our homes by pressing a 
button. W e buy our food in cans and packages. W e slip into our 
new suits at the clothing store and walk out with a regal, touch-me-not 
strut.

W e go to work by street car, railroad or auto. Our job is to sit 
and talk to the prospect, or to stand and measure the yard o f ribbon, 
or touch a button and see a coffee pot fly out o f a brainy machine, 
or to wield a wicked needle on that infinitesimal part o f a pair of 
trousers. And thus do most o f our fellow countrymen toil, day in 
and day out through the years. No wonder the degenerative diseases 
o f the heart, nerves, stomach, liver and kidneys have increased when 
the individual spends between two and three thousand hours annually 
in that fashion. No wonder there is industrial unrest when the worker 
gets so little satisfaction for his creative instincts. He stretches only 
a few minor muscles, makes a few simple motions, calls it a day 
and then returns home again in that mechanical contraption o f his.

On the job the large muscles of the average factory worker get 
no chance to function. His lungs have no reason to breathe deeply 
o f vitiated, indoor air. His heart gets lazy. His stomach and liver 
get out of whack— and then, “ O M in !” or “ O doctor!”

In their use o f the larger leisure of our time, what is the general 
tendency among people today? Isn’t it to get somewhere and sit 
again— either at the movies or the ball game— and watch the other 
fellow get his exercise and his self-expression? At least 15,000,000 
of us attend the movies every day and 49,000 saw a world’s series 
base ball game in New York a while ago. And how we and they 
all like it. It’s so easy. W e call it our play and recreation— that’s 
the rub!

W H A T  A B O U T  P L A Y ?

But we are supposed to be talking about “ Play and the well being 
of the Child.” And we are. W e are going to show that play is a 
prime necessity in the process of producing a state o f well-being. 
But, first a definition of “ Well-being.” The Century Dictionary says 
it is “ well-conditioned existence; good mode of being; moral and 
physical welfare; a state of life which secures or tends toward hap
piness.”  Therefore, the well-being of the child of 1924 must mean to 
us a kind of existence, of welfare, of life which will insure health 
and happiness now and in future in this present America of ours. 
In other words, we are to consider the needs of our present-day



child in the kind of world that now is. W e have pictured what kind 
o f world that is.

And now we are ready to say that its ways of life will not and 
cannot naturally prepare the child, as he needs to be prepared, for a 
healthy, happy and efficient adult existence as did the world o f an 
earlier time naturally prepare the child of its day. In other words, 
we adults must with design and understanding introduce into the 
situation more or less artificial means o f training. This training must 
touch the physical, social, esthetic, intellectual, ethical and spiritual 
sides of the child. I f we fail at one or more of these points, we 
cheat the child, ourselves, our country and future generations. W e 
dare not fail. There is too much at stake.

The home, the church, the school, the community as a whole 
must go into partnership in this work of homo-artistry. They must 
together, first of all, protect the child from exterior dangers of 
disease, moral infection, accident and death. But together also must 
they build the being itself, and I now assert that they cannot do a 
worthy job unless they recognize play as one, not the only one, but 
one of their most important tools. I f they ignore it, they are bound 
to turn out misfits for the life o f today. Ignoring it in the past has 
helped to populate our hospitals, asylums, reformatories and prisons.

Now, the argument for play. It is, o f course, not presented as 
something altogether new on the face o f the earth. But it needs to 
be repeated again and again, for it is new to the countless many. 
It has never been heard by some public officials and has been sadly 
forgotten by others. It is not offered as a cure-all but as one o f the 
most potent influences in child rearing.

Play is basic inlife. It is the child’s vocation. It promotes muscle 
growth, health, strength, agility and blood circulation. It builds 
resistance to disease, lays the foundation for co-ordination and power 
of quick adaptation. It develops stamina, motor skill and nerve 
health. It strengthens heart and lungs. It caters to grace and beauty 
of form. All o f this furthers the well-being o f the child and fits 
him in fundamentally necessary ways for adult life. And the won
derful thing about it all is that play answers the deep hungers, the 
God-given instincts of the child. Those instincts are the urge o f race 
experiences inexorably demanding expression anew in each new 
human being. Play helps to retain in the present generatiori the 
worth-while experiences o f other generations. It is pleasurable, 
natural to the child. It is creative. He must have it and have it in
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forms which will satisfy the different types of hunger manifested 
at different age periods, or he grows up stunted. Deny it to him and 
you may prepare for explosions. Nature will not be cheated. True, 
the various forms of exercise must always be adapted to the physical 
condition o f the individual.

P L A Y  A  M IN D  B U ILD ER, TO O

But play also caters to the mind. By building well the body o f 
the child it is laying the best foundation for building the mental 
structure. It reinforces the inherited abilities. Play deprivation 
means brain retardation. Indeed, Froebel has said that play is the 
“ outward expression of an inner life.”  W e may say that through 
activity the young child actually discovers his mind and through con
tinued and varied physical activity he stimulates that mind into 
varied activity of its own. He learns to will further activity and in 
turn the muscles he is ever developing become the very organs o f 
his will. He experiences repetitions of sensations and thus livens 
memory and imagination. He leads on to association o f ideas from 
all his pleasurable play experiences and reason emerges. He is on 
his way to being a man. Indeed, as already suggested, one o f the 
very important functions of play is to practice and rehearse adult 
activities.

A  study made in 1914 by the U. S. Bureau of Education o f the 
subject of “ Physical Growth and School Progress”  proved that 
physical retardation and mental retardation generally went hand in 
hand. Other studies have substantiated this conclusion.

Play carried over into the realm of games utilizes the earlier 
developed reflex movements as a basis for securing results o f another 
sort, such as throwing to a target, catching, grappling, developing 
the urge to win in group activities. Here, now, is a call for com
petitive skill, courage, self-confidence, strategy, planning, quick 
judgment, learning of rules, all o f them mental processes o f real 
worth.

P L A Y  D E V E LO PS C H A R A C T E R

Then, too, at the same time this playing human being is forming 
wholesome moral habits and practicing the art of social living. Every 
playmate is a teacher. The games of youth are an antidote to one
sidedness and narrow-mindedness. They avert unwholesome intro
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spection and consequent morbidity and self-consciousness. They call 
for self-subordination and at the same time co-operation. They 
develop character and lay the foundation for the higher spiritual life. 
In and through them can honesty, loyalty, good sportsmanship, 
breadth, fairness, patience and discipline be most easily inculcated. 
The effect of tracts and sermons upon youth is always uncertain 
and too often nil. The effect of the right kinds o f play is certain. 
I must not fail to stress the point that the superior worth o f the 
character-building values in group games under regulations lies in 
the fact that they accrue in an atmosphere and under conditions o f 
freedom. The boy doesn’t need to go into the game at all if he doesn’t 
care to, but when he cares to he does so of his own free will and 
then he buckles down to the game’s requirements. This is cheer
ful, self-willed submission, real virtue. And it is fitting to insert 
right here the following quotation from G. Stanley Hall in his 
“ Youth, its Education, Regime and Hygiene” : “ Few realize— how 
dangerously near physical weakness is to wickedness, how impos
sible healthful energy of will is without strong muscles which are 
its organs or how endurance and self-control no less than great 
achievement depend on muscle-habits.”  Wise w ords!

T R A IN E D  LE A D E R SH IP  N EEDED

It must never be forgotten, however, that the full blessings of 
play, especially for the adolescent, will not come spontaneously. Play 
can go off wrong as well as right. Which way it goes depends upon 
the character o f direction behind it. Hence the great emphasis by 
recreation leaders today upon the need of trained supervision. W e 
dare not permit this fine thing to be either wasted or what is worse, 
prostituted. Legion is the number of moral tragedies that have fol
lowed in the wake of innocent, but unguided, quests for play compan
ionship.

Chancellor Lindley of the University of Kansas has said that his 
Athletic Director has more influence over the lives o f the students 
than has his professor o f ethics. Such an athletic director must have 
ideals.

There is not time to discuss the play values inherent in social, 
musical, dramatic and other artistic activities which satisfy natural 
cravings for self-expression. But the values are there and they are
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real and constructive. They are needed in the harmonious develop
ment o f life.

Are we not justified then in declaring that in play, if made part 
and parcel o f youth’s every-day life, continuously, not spasmodically, 
we have one of the most powerful means for catering to the all 
around well-being and happiness o f the child and for fitting him into 
this present type o f world, into our Democracy ? And moreover, by 
encouraging wholesome play habits in childhood are we not making 
it easy for the adult that is to be to continue those habits through 
life? The boy is father to the man.

TH E  A W A K E N IN G

More and more are our educators acknowledging this truth and 
introducing play into the regular school program. This is indicated 
especially in the adoption o f the work-study-play plan in many school 
systems. Physical education and play are getting recognition as 
instruments of education without which there can be no real educa
tion. But much needs still to be done to spread this idea. It is still 
true that not many more than one-tenth of our school children are 
getting anything worth while in the physical training line. One big 
impetus in the right direction is bound to be the recently issued 
thoroughgoing report of the Joint Committee on Health Problems in 
Education, the committee being composed of representatives o f the 
National Educational Association, The American Medical Associa
tion, physical educators, public health experts etc. Dr. Thomas D. 
W ood was its chairman. It is sound in its scientific and social prin
ciples.

Happily, too, the church which at one time put the taboo upon 
play is fast adopting a positive attitude and is now urging its use as 
a supplementary tool in character-building. One denomination, in
deed, definitely provides for it in the planning of all new structures. 
Here is something o f a revolution.

Psychiatrists are turning to play as an important corrective in 
child behavior problems.

Communities, one by one, are falling into line by recognizing 
their responsibility in this field. In 1923 over $14,000,000 was spent 
by them for playgrounds, athletic fields, recreation centers and trained 
leadership— as against about $7,000,000 ten years ago, a hundred per 
cent gain. This was in some 600 cities. But there are at least 600
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cities more o f 5,000 population and upward that have done practically 
nothing as yet. Unless they get busy soon they are bound to reap 
a tragic harvest o f human misfits.

T H E  C A L L  O F T H E  H O U R

The big call o f the hour seems to be for widespread education 
among the rank and file of adults, especially among parents, on this 
subject o f the significance of play, wisely applied, in relation to the 
subject of child development, physical, social and moral. Yes, a new 
kind of parent is needed. For if parents get to understand the life
giving, the life-saving and life-preparing values in the right forms of 
play for plastic, growing children they will not only use those values 
in the home for the benefit of the youngsters, but they will exert 
efforts to secure their still wider adoption by school, church and com
munity.

Only when all adults everywhere realize and assume their full 
responsibility in this field of child rearing, i.e., when they pass from 
the amateur to the professional class in homo-artistry, will the child 
o f today have its chance of survival in this strenuous, complicated age. 
Only then will it become impossible to say that two thirds o f our 
school children are physically defective; that 150,000 of them annually 
come before the courts on delinquency charges; that 75 per cent, of 
all incarcerated persons in the U. S. are youths under 21 years old, 
that in America the problem of crime, costing us annually between 
five and ten billions of dollars is a problem of youth! Only then 
will the child have its sacred and fundamental American rights—  
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness conserved. The challenge 
o f youth, threatening, yes, but alluringly pleasing, is to us adults. 
W ill we accept it, be good sports and play the game on the square?

The furthering of a national movement for fostering the well
being of the child through play is the interesting task o f the Play
ground and Recreation Association of America. It stands ready to 
serve all who see the need of America’s children as it sees it,— all 
who desire to aid in making life in these United States richer, safer, 
broader and more abundant. And what a gloriously good time it is 
having!



COMMUNAL POSSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPING
BOYS AND GIRLS DURING THE VOLCANIC 

ADOLESCENT YEA RS*

IR A  S. W IL E , M. D.

Adolescence is a transition period between immaturity and matur
ity. While its chronological limits are perhaps poorly defined, its 
characteristics are fairly well established. It is the period of urge 
and surge; o f ups and dow ns; o f ins and outs; an age o f belching 
forth, with slow subsidence; o f tremendous sinkings and gradual ris
ings. The adolescent age is volcanic. A  sudden rupture of the crust 
o f childishness occurs from the psychological pressures which are de
termining new truths and are shaping new characteristics. What the 
topography of a country is to be after a volcanic eruption is unpre
dictable; nor is it always possible to say how frequently or how 
severely eruptions will occur. It is true however, that after volcanic 
action, topography is altered, but no more so than is character under 
the driving forces of surging adolescence.

Probably the adolescent period is of the most significance to the 
community, because it serves as the great era of socialization. It is 
the age o f interests beyond one’s se lf; it is the period of sex differ
entiation, with a growth of sex attraction and the desire for sex 
adventure. It is the period of doubt and questioning, o f belief and 
recantation; the period when faiths are won and faiths are lost. It 
is an era of arrogance and superiority, o f humility and enervating in
feriority. It is the time of revolt against family and traditions; the 
years o f experimentation and testing out of compensations. It is the 
period, indeed, when the conflict o f youth with society takes on a new 
value, because the adolescent becomes, of himself, a force, a power 
and a vital organism, against which is arrayed the rest of mankind.

It is evident that when one speaks of opportunities for developing 
young people, one is thinking in terms of what society may offer them 
in the way of an environment conducive to the gain of independence, 
initiative, self-control and direction, to the end of developing a capa
bility and a willingness to accept a harmonious position as responsible

*Read before the New York State Conference of Charities and Correction at
Syracuse, November 12th, 1924.
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members o f society. One cannot consider such opportunities, how
ever, without a recognition o f those phases o f adolescent development 
which require communal attention.

Adolescent development is an unfolding of latent powers into 
manifest character. There is an evolution o f youth in all directions. 
There is the physical expansion o f the body, with the necessary in
ternal adjustments o f structure and function. There is the increasing 
mental growth, with keener powers o f analysis and synthesis. There 
is a marked widening o f the sphere o f emotional activity, with the 
introduction of new urges that require interpretation. There is an 
awakening o f moral responsibility, during an age replete with con
flicting motives and the final elaboration o f moral sentiments and 
principles.

These manifold changes do not occur seriatim or as isolated 
phenomena, but all are closely interrelated. It is equally true that 
almost all opportunities which may be suggested make provision for 
the physical, mental and moral development o f adolescence, even 
though certain conditions are emphasized as contributing in a par
ticular direction. A  gymnasium, for example, while primarily de
signed to meet the physical needs, affords abundant opportunity for 
mental exercise and moral direction. A  debating club, while funda
mentally an intellectual exercise, affords abundant exercise in emo
tional control and in the formulation o f moral principles and, indeed, 
makes some provision for physical exercise. Even specific ethical 
teachings and spiritual precepts have their effect upon the intellectual 
and emotional development as phases of moral guidance.

Considering first those opportunities which have their main pur
pose centered about physical activity, one may enumerate a large 
number o f institutions and social agencies which are effective gen
erally, or which are useful specifically. Parks and playgrounds, gym
nasiums, swimming pools, competitive sports and summer camps have 
recognized values for all ages. Use may be made of them, however, 
in connection with adolescent activity, in a manner that will promote 
physical health along with social relationships, which are conducive 
to self-finding in companionships. Agencies such as fresh air classes 
in schools, nutrition camps, boys’ bands and organizations such as 
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Woodcrafters and similar supervised groups 
have much to recommend them.

For the promotion o f mental opportunity one inevitably reverts 
to the importance of special classes in our schools to meet the in
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tellectual needs o f adolescents on the basis o f their inherent mental 
capacity. A  wider use o f psychometric tests to determine intellectual 
power is important, in order to provide for the particular school 
adaptations necessary to promote a feeling o f success. An expansion 
o f our educational system is imperative and a development o f our 
educational thinking in terms o f prevocational, vocational, and trade 
training as a means of harnessing the interests, energy and thought of 
adolescents. W ide is the need for the extension of laboratory, shop 
and studio facilities in elementary schools and more particularly in the 
junior and senior high schools, in which are to be found those adoles
cents whose education is directly in the hands of the community. For 
those who are obliged to leave school early in this period, a variety 
o f educational institutions is required which will make available those 
forms o f education and training which are desired and sought, in 
order to make life’s adjustments more possible. The lower the in
tellectual status o f the adolescent, the more difficult do his mental ad
justments become. Great elasticity is required, therefore, in provid
ing for the educational and vocational needs o f intellectual inferiors. 
For some types o f children there are advantages in debating clubs, 
classes on current topics, choral societies and social service work o f 
a minor character, in connection with nurseries, dispensaries and sim
ilar institutions. For a large group of both sexes there is urgent 
necessity for a more intelligent plan of vocational adjustment. Voca
tional guidance is o f tremendous assistance, when it takes into con
sideration the responsibility o f industry towards the adolescent, as 
well as the economic value o f the youth to industry. Full time school
ing and the maximum degree of training are advantageous, but fre
quently adjustments are required whereby part o f the school work 
may be devoted to formal subject matter and part to manual work, 
household economics, pre-vocational or vocational training. In indus
trial work there is frequently a call for part time positions affording 
an opportunity for continued education, with greater assurance of 
success than is provided for by the plan o f continuation schools.

Unfortunately, society demands rigidity in its rules and regula
tions, in consequence o f which the major adjustments are demanded 
o f the individual as the test o f his social effectiveness. It is this, 
probably, that accounts largely for so many o f the square pegs in 
round holes. In order to provide opportunities for youth, society is 
bound to recognize that the adolescent is not an adult and must not 
be measured by, or standardized against, adult thinking, performance
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or reaction. Hence, the extension of social opportunities is condi
tioned by the ability o f communities to think in terms of youth, with a 
view to aiding youth make progress gradually, rather than by a sudden 
leap into man’s estate.

In the moral realm one immediately thinks of a variety o f oppor
tunities, some of which are entirely beyond the control o f the adoles
cent. These may be designated as distinctly social factors, even 
though they possess marked moral values. Under this head there 
comes to mind such agencies as school counsellors, juvenile courts 
and the probation system, the problems o f wages, housing, widows’ 
pensions, family rehabilitation, vocational subsidies and the like. It 
is apparent that the social and economic atmospheres generally pre
valent in the community are vital influences in adolescent develop
ment. It is not merely a question of sufficient food to eat, but the 
physical character o f the home and the ideas and ideals creating its 
atmosphere are quite as important. The absence o f a parent, whether 
incidental to earning a livelihood, or as the result o f death, creates 
situations which naturally affect the personal psychology o f child
hood, and particularly so during the adolescent period. Plans to 
obviate the harmful effects of social iniquities depend upon organized 
public conscience. The adolescent is susceptible to social pressure 
and social thinking, but he frequently suffers because the influences 
to which he is exposed are o f the wrong type.

The moral influence of a community depends upon its activity or 
inactivity along practical lines, rather than its theoretic high prin
ciples for regimenting human activities. The general public approves 
o f church work and Sunday School activities, without raising ques
tions as to their actual service to boys and girls at the time when 
such influences might and should be of the greatest value. A  con
siderable measure of church activity occurs during the early years of 
life and during maturity, but the actual effect upon the adolescent 
groups is much less, because this is the main period when religion 
and its institutions have but a weak hold upon the adolescent mass. 
A t this age the Boy Scout activities have been more effective than 
the church. This is the period when delinquency is most likely to 
develop and when the moral fibre is undergoing its supreme test.

The necessity for dancing, for social intercouse and for benefic
ial companionships with both sexes constitutes a challenge to com
munal resourcefulness. Settlements, dancing schools and supervised 
recreation in community centers are attempts to meet this problem,
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but commercialism and exploitation thwart their effectiveness. It is 
difficult for conservative social opinion to surround the pleasures of 
youth with the color, the glamor and the attractiveness that pays 
those who exploit the spirit of youth. One cannot ignore the in
fluence and effects upon adolescents o f the moving picture theatre, 
with its visualization o f life at its worst as well as at its best. The 
literature o f the day and much of the drama offer problems which 
are not readily solved. Even the splendid work of the Big Sisters 
and Big Brothers cannot entirely antidote the baneful influences to 
which adolescents are now exposed. In truth, however, the adoles
cent is more capable of understanding his own world than are the 
adults who view it askance and with fear for the eternal souls of 
the young.

It is evident that in order to provide adequate opportunities for 
adolescents there must be a wider knowledge and a deeper under
standing o f children before they enter this period of volcanic reaction. 
The foundations of character are best laid during the opportune years 
o f pre-adolescence, so that guidance rather than firm direction will 
serve to make the course successful. For the great majority o f 
children adolescence is a sea voyage on a moderately rough sea, but 
in a safe boat, with a judicious navigator and there is a safe port at 
the end o f the journey. For many, however, there are storms and 
forceful waves, or a vessel with the steering gear afoul, and possibly, 
at times, with a drunken captain. This is the voyage of drift and 
danger, as a result o f which there may be a wreck as often as an 
unharmed arrival. It becomes necessary to study the particular child, 
with a view to understanding the prevailing winds, the currents, the 
course, the vessel and the navigator. For this purpose, (to change 
our analogy to adolescent life ), the growth and development o f 
special clinics is imperative, in which adolescent problems may be 
given adequate consideration— clinics at which boys and girls may 
speak freely and feel that they are in the presence o f friends; clinics, 
not for criticism or censure, but places where friendly counsel is ob
tainable upon all occasions. Never was there a greater need than 
today for a non-partisan place to which adolescents may go for 
guidance and assistance at times when these are o f primary import
ance.

For practical purposes, many adolescent problems may be fore
stalled by greater attention to the pre-adolescent years. Probably a 
system o f tapping the accumulating energy o f potential volcanoes
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might prevent their destructive explosions. Certainly, laying the 
foundations of character in steel and concrete would lessen the 
destructiveness o f the volcanic years. Preparation for adolescence, 
and guidance during its threatening years, depend largely upon the 
social recognition o f their hazards and the development o f oppor
tunities for supplying the social outlets essential for safety and hap
piness.



EDITORIAL

Employment Work As a Profession

When you want a doctor do you select one who has no training 
or experience ? Do you prefer a kindly neighbor to tend you when 
you are ill, or a trained nurse? Has it ever struck you that an em
ployment worker may have professional standards as well as a doctor 
or a nurse ?

Employment work, when well done, makes a valuable social con
tribution. It is quite as essential as any other social job I know of. 
Yet the average social worker thinks of the employment secretary 
as a mere clerk. The employment secretary, according to the popular 
picture, sits at a desk. Employers ’phone her. She notes down their 
orders on cards and sends out applicants to jobs.

T o use public funds to run this kind of an employment bureau 
seems as wasteful as if we ran our public schools without requiring 
any standards o f our teachers. Children cannot learn without a 
teacher, but men can secure jobs, when there are jobs, by answering 
advertisements in the paper. Watching the paper may be an un
organized way o f getting work but it is no more hit and miss than 
the employment work done in offices where the open jobs are posted 
on a bulletin board and the man who gets to the examiner first is 
sent out on the job, whether he has the qualifications or not. The 
result o f this transaction is that the employer is probably not satisfied 
with the man and sends him back to the office. There is much red 
tape connected with this whole operation. Many things must be 
entered on cards and records and statistics drawn up.

Has it ever struck you though, that all this red tape does not lead 
anywhere ? The quantity o f an accomplishment does not excuse it 
if it is ineffectively done. You know a physician who is a very poor 
surgeon. Many of his operations are unsuccessful. Does the fact 
that he performs a great many unsuccessful operations make him 
seem a more valuable physician than if he only performed a few ? 
Yet these are the standards most of us set up for employment 
bureaus. W e ask how many jobs were secured last year, not how 
many people were placed in positions where they can remain and 
where they have a future.

I can see no excuse for employment work unless well done. Em-
179
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ployment work, to be effective, needs high standards. Each client 
who comes to the office must be studied as a doctor studies a case. 
The doctor, when he wants to cure patients does not hope to do so 
without making a careful survey o f each individual. He is not treat
ing a general patient but a specific one. Employment workers must 
see that each applicant is as much an individual problem as a patient 
is to a doctor if they wish their work to be of real value.

These standards have not been demanded of employment workers 
in the past. It is up to you to demand them. W e, employment 
workers, will never raise the standard o f our work until you expect 
better things of us than you do now.

G e r t r u d e  R. S t e i n .

Should Doctors Tell?
The ever increasing horde o f charlatans who prey on the general 

public seeking relief for bodily ills are enjoying the assumed title of 
“ doctor” unimpeded. The physician and surgeon has often in the 
past considered ways and means to identify himself. The protection 
afforded by using the M. D. after the name is small indeed. The 
illegal practitioner would find his way less easy if the suggestion 
o f Dr. Herman Goodman in a recent number of the Medical Re
view of Reviews were to be generally followed.

In brief, Dr. Goodman would have physicians agree that instead 
of a door plate or window sign which reads, Doctor Jones, or as 
some will have it, J. Jones, M. D., they have their signs read:

JO H N  JONES, M. D.

LICENCED TO PRACTICE MEDICINE AND SURGERY IN THIS STATE

If all who may honestly do so, take this means of informing the 
world at large that the provisions o f the State law of their community 
have been satisfied, it will put the outcast where he deserves to be, 
outside the pale. The objections to making public one’s privilege 
to legally carry on the profession o f physician and surgeon cannot 
be strong. No physician objects to having his narcotic licence number 
printed on his prescription blank. No physician can object to hav
ing his licence and county certificate in his office consulting room,
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although the old style o f having them framed there has passed with 
the overstuffed furniture. Putting oneself on record makes the ille
gal practitioner either quit or perjure himself.

Let the duly qualified take the matter u p ; let them be honest; even 
if it entails a larger placard over the door bell, or two lines instead 
o f one on his letter head or office card.



NEWS NOTES

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company report that the death 
rate o f 7.8 per 1,000 for November, 1924, is the lowest ever recorded 
for that month among Metropolitan Industrial policy holders.

The Fordham University School of Social Service, 2866 W ool- 
worth Building, New York City, has announced a very interesting 
and practical course o f lectures on medical ethics by the Rev. 
Thomas P. MacLaughlin. The course o f lectures began February 
3rd and will continue through March, April and May, Tuesday 
evenings, 8:15.

A  Social Service Department has been organized in connection 
with the Hospital and Dispensary for Joint Diseases, 1919 Madison 
Avenue, New York City. Lillian M. Moore, R. N., formerly con
nected with the Henry Street Settlement, the A . I. C. P. and French 
Hospital Social Service Department, has been appointed director.

A  social welfare foundation, which will be known as the Social 
W elfare W ork Foundation of the Nippon Life Assurance Company, 
has been organized in Japan. The program stresses the teaching of 
hygiene and health conservation, provides for pre-natal, infant and 
child care and the investigation and study of social problems.

The Institute for Crippled and Disabled Men, New York City, 
is the recipient o f a gift o f $200,000 from Jeremiah Milbank to 
further the work of the organization in training seriously handicapped 
men to become self supporting.

At a recent meeting o f the board o f the Gary (Indiana) Public 
Library it was decided to furnish book and magazine service to 
patients in the local hospitals.

The Commonwealth Fund has granted $15,000 for a study of 
foster children, to be divided equally for that purpose by Lewis M. 
Terman, Ph. D., Stanford University, and Frank N. Freeman, Ph. 
D., University o f Chicago, the former to compare foster children 
and their foster parents, the latter to make a comparison between fos
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ter children and their brothers and sisters, to determine whether the 
advantages which foster children receive enable them to make a 
higher score on mental tests.

The National Tuberculosis Association, in addition to an institute 
o f three weeks under the New York School of Social W ork in Febru
ary and a course under the Extension Division o f Columbia University 
which began February 17th, has made definite plans for the training 
o f workers. Courses will probably be given at the University o f 
Indiana, the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University.

Courtney Dinwiddie, General Executive o f the American Child 
Health Association, has resigned and will devote full time to his new 
work as Administrative Director o f the Commonwealth Fund Child 
Health Demonstration Program.

The General Medical Council o f Great Britain has recommended 
that the training o f medical students in midwifery and gynecology 
shall be given the same important standing as medicine and surgery.

Cross word puzzles is the novel and up to date medium used by 
Dr. Henry F. Vaughan, Commissioner o f Health, Detroit, Michigan, 
to interest children in health.

Unity Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y., has opened a fully equipped 
out-patient department.

A  course in Policies o f Clinics and Health Centres is being given 
under the auspices o f Columbia University by Kenneth D. Widdemer, 
Executive Officer o f the East Harlem Health Centre and Michael 
M. Davis, jr., Executive Secretary, Committee on Dispensary De
velopment at the East Harlem Health Centre, 345 East 116th Street. 
Lectures and demonstrations will be given weekly from February 3rd 
to May 19th.

A  Health Service Clinic was opened at the Post-Graduate Medical 
School and Hospital January 5th, 1925. This clinic provides a 
thorough health survey and a complete physical and medical examina
tion for those who need them and cannot afford to pay a private phy
sician. A  fee of $5.00 will be charged. It is intended to make this
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clinic serve as a training school for physicians who wish to perfect 
themselves in this department o f medicine. It will serve as a demon
stration centre to aid other hospitals to initiate a similar service and 
will conduct research in the field of preclinical medicine and positive 
health. Clinic hours, Monday evenings 7 :30.

Largely increased facilities for the training of nurses at Indiana 
University have been provided through a gift o f $250,000 to the 
institution for the construction of a new women’s hospital to be 
located on the medical school campus at Indianapolis.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Coleman, of Indianapolis, are the 
donors. The hospital will be used principally for lying-in patients. 
The Coleman gift is in the form of a memorial to Mrs. Suemma Cole
man Atkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman. The present 
session o f the Indiana legislature is expected to accept the gift and 
to pass an annual appropriation for the maintenance of the hospital.

Students in the Indiana University Training School for Nurses 
now receive their training in the Robert W . Long Hospital and the 
James Whitcomb Riley hospital for children at Indiana University. 
The Long Hospital is a state hospital with 120 beds. 
The Riley Children’s Hospital is also a state supported insti
tution, the gift o f friends o f James Whitcomb Riley. The hospital 
was opened last fall with 107 beds available. The new women’s 
hospital will provide for different types of cases for students of 
nursing. The hospital will have 100 beds.

The training school for nurses is one of the few schools maintain
ed as an integral part o f a university. Successful completion o f the 
three years’ course carries with it the diploma o f graduate nurse.

The Cincinnati School for Crippled Children has developed a 
novel scheme to promote health habits. A  “ Health Store” carrying 
supplies such as tooth brushes, soaps, tooth paste and nail files has 
been established. Each week a child whose duty consists of making 
sales and keeping account o f the money, is placed in charge of the 
store. All supplies are sold to the children at cost. This unique 
and interesting way of teaching the importance o f cleanliness has 
had a marked effect upon the pupils and their families.

The Veterans’ Bureau has announced that plans for a new hos
pital for mental and nervous cases are being rushed. The new build-



ing will take the place o f Hospital No. 81, Kingsbridge Road, the 
Bronx.
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A N  E X P E R IE N C E  N O W  R A R E , ON CE G EN ERAL.

“ One’s first thought, on reading yesterday that the people o f Nome 
were without the antitoxin needed for meeting an epidemic of diph
theria now prevailing there, should have been pity for a situation so 
terrible; the second thought should have brought remembrance of 
the fact that not many years ago the whole world was in the same 
situation. Then the appearance of that disease anywhere meant a 
terrifying death rate among the victims attacked, and it was for 
children a source almost as dreadful as smallpox once was to every
body.

“ Upon the discoverer of antitoxin not a few  of the older doctors 
frowned as the introducer of newfangled notions, and to this day 
there are people who speak and write about antitoxin and the other 
protective and curative sera as Tilth’, deny their efficacy, and des
perately resist all attempts to make their use compulsory.

“ Nowadays, however, such folk are recognized as monomaniacs by 
the greater part o f the public, and their campaigns of protest attract 
little attention. Yet the officers o f the Federal Public Health Service 
only this week have felt obliged to deny the charge, made by the queer 
aggregation of ‘antis’ calling themselves the Citizens’ Medical R ef
erence Bureau, of having sent out propaganda in behalf of medical 
examinations as prerequisite to the issuance o f marriage licenses.

“ Probably every real doctor in the country and every social work
er o f experience favor some such regulation, but the idea o f medical 
compulsion is involved, and that is enough to set the assorted ‘antis’ 
to chattering angrily, and the Public Health Service was glad to be 
able to say that all it had done in the matter was to draft a bill 
at the request of persons interested in racial safety.”— New York 
Times, January 29, 1925.

The New York State Department of Health has given out the fol
lowing information regarding the procedure necessary to secure ad
mission to the State Plospital at Ray Brook and other sanitaria.

“ A  patient’s application for admission to the State Hospital at Ray 
Brook should be presented to the local health officer, whose duty it 
is to forward it to the hospital and also to notify the local poor au-
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thorities. The applicant’s name is placed on the waiting list until a 
vacancy occurs, when he is given an appointment with the nearest Ray 
Brook examiner. The examiner sends his findings to the hospital 
superintendent, who notifies the patient of his acceptance or rejection. 
Admission is limited to incipient cases and legal residents o f New 
York State over 10 years o f age.

Practically all of the county tuberculosis sanitaria admit patients 
upon application to the superintendent, although many take only 
persons who are residents o f the county.

Information regarding admission to private sanitaria and sanitaria 
outside o f New York State will be found in the ‘Tuberculosis Direc
tory’, which may be obtained from the National Tuberculosis Asso
ciation, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City.”

The United States Civil Service Commission announces the fol
lowing open competitive examinations for junior medical officer, as
sistant medical officer, associate medical officer, medical officer, senior 
medical officer. Applications must be in on or before June 30, 1925. 
Competitors will not be required to report for examination, but will 
be rated on their education, training and experience.

Physiotherapy aide, physiotherapy pupil aide, physiotherapy assis
tant. Examinations for the above named positions will be held 
throughout the country, March 25, April 22, May 20, and June 24, 
1925.

Graduate nurse (visiting duty).
The examinations are to fill vacancies in the United States Vet

erans’ Bureau and in the Indian and Public Health Service. Appli
cations will be rated as received up to June 30, 1925.

Applications for dietitians, to fill vacancies in the Veterans’ 
Bureau and the Public Health Service will also be received until 
June 30, 1925.

Competitors for above positions will not be required to report 
for examination but will be rated on their education, training and 
experience. Full information and application blanks may be obtained 
from the United States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C., 
or the Secretary of the Board o f United States Civil Service examin
ers at the post office or custom house in any city.

Mr. Edward A. Fitzpatrick, dean of the graduate college and 
educational director o f the hospital college of Marquette University,
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin, received first prize in The Modern Hospital 
Publishing Company’s essay contest on “ The Interrelationships of 
Hospital and Community,” which closed November 1st. Three 
awards of $350, $150 and $100 and three honorable mentions were 
made.

Second and third prizes went to Dr. Lucius R. Wilson, assistant 
superintendent, Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, Mo., and to Dr. D. L. 
Richardson, superintendent Providence City Hospital, Providence,
R. I. respectively. Honorable mention was given to Mr. John R. 
Howard, jr., superintendent, New York Nursery and Child’s Hospi
tal, New Y ork ; H. J. Southmayd, assistant superintendent, Mount 
Sinai Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio; and Zella Nicolas, R. N., a graduate 
o f the nursing school, Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, now a stu
dent at Teacher’s College, Columbia University, New York.

The Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, has acquired seven lots 
adjoining its present holdings. Eventually this property will be 
used for the erection of hospital and clinical buildings.

Clinics on contagious diseases are being held at the Willard Parker 
Hospital, New York City. Dr. Frank J. Monaghan, Commissioner 
of Health, established these clinics in order that physicians who are 
interested in contagious diseases might have an opportunity to meet 
and discuss the problem with specialists.

C O N SE R V IN G  T H E  E YE S

The following instructions have been drafted by the Illuminating 
Engineering Society of London:

Don’t work in a flickering light.
Don’t expose the eyes to unshaded lights in the direct range of 

vision.
Don’t judge illumination by the brightness of the lamps.
Avoid excessive contrast.
Use the right type of globe, shade or reflector.
Make sure the illumination is sufficient. (T w o to three foot- 

candles are enough to read by but more is required for fine work.) 
Keep lamps, globes, and reflectors clean.
Make sure the lamps are in the right position.
Light on the object, not in the eye.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
Bulletins No. 4 and 5 o f the W elfare Information Bureau of the 

Public Charities Association o f Pennsylvania contain a very complete 
list o f books and pamphlets on health subjects.

Social Legislation, published by the above organization, has de
parted from previous custom and is now publishing an outline in 
bulletin form of proposed legislative measures in advance o f the 
legislative session.

The committee on drug addiction, Bureau o f Social Hygiene, 
co-operating with the Lhiited States Public Health Service, has issued 
a preliminary report on studies of the use o f narcotics under the 
provisions o f Federal law in six communities in the United States for 
the period July 1, 1923, to June 30, 1924. The purpose and method 
of the study is outlined and a tabulated report o f the findings in each 
community is given.

“ Periodic Health Examinations.”  A  report o f the sub-committee 
on instructions for physicians, by C. W . Crampton, M. D. An in
teresting, instructive pamphlet for physicians, calling their attention 
to the importance of periodic physical examinations. A  very com
plete bibliography on health examinations is listed.

The United States Department o f Labor through its Children’s 
Bureau has recently issued limited editions, in revised form, of the 
following publications containing information regarding the child 
labor laws of the various states. These publications have been 
brought up to date to include changes made by the legislatures in 
session in 1924.

No. 114. Child Labor in the United States— Ten questions an
swered.

No. 93. Child Labor, Outlines for Study.
Chart 1. State Child-Labor Standards.
Chart 2. State Compulsory School Attendance Standards Affect

ing the Employment of Minors.
The Bureau will be glad to send any of these publications as long 

as the supply lasts to persons requesting them.

Public health and social workers will be interested also in liter-
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ature which is being published in dodger form by the Children’s 
Bureau. The following publications are especially worthy of mention. 
“Why Drink Milk?” “ Pre-natal care” and care of the mother. 
“Feeding the Child.” (dodger No. 8) “Child Care” publication No. 
30, and “What Growing Children Need.” (dodger No. 10).

The National Tuberculosis Association has issued a handbook on 
nutrition by Dr. Charles Hendee Smith.

BOOK REVIEW

Report of the Scientific Researches on the Venereal Diseases. 
Published by the American Social Hygiene Association by agreement 
with the United States Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board. 
New York, 370 7th Avenue, 1924. 71 pages. Octavo.

To the physician interested in any phase of Venereal Disease 
the recently issued Report of the Scientific Researches on the Ven
ereal Diseases, which have been conducted at 23 institutions by the 
Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board during 1918-19-20-21 at 
an expense of $250,000, will prove an interesting document. To 
the technical expert in laboratory and other fields, a vast amount of 
information, about work done in attempting to devise new methods 
and overcome factors that have been difficult of interpretation, is 
available for study.

The social worker will find in this volume an abstract of many 
important papers based upon the tremendous amount of investigation 
and research which has been conducted since the war. Undoubtedly 
she will be impressed with the complex and composite problem facing 
the physician and it is to be hoped that she will understand the ne
cessity of guarded statements based upon careful observation carried 
out over a considerable period of time. Most social workers are al
ready acquainted with the studies of the Solomons originally print
ed in Mental Hygiene and Social Hygiene, although it is probably true 
that few have recognized that their work was a part of the general 
scheme undertaken by the government in its comprehensive study 
of prevention, treatment and control of Venereal Disease.— Alec N. 
Thomson, M. D.
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ABSTRACTS

“New Zealand Child Welfare Methods,” H. S. Wells,
S. African Medical Record, 1924; X X II, 429. An inter
esting account of methods employed in New Zealand to interest and 
educate all classes in child welfare. Considering the statement that 
New Zealand has the lowest infant mortality of all countries, namely 
41.3 per 1,000 as compared with 80 per 1,000 in South Africa and 
77 per 1,000 in England, it would seem that the low death rate could 
be attributed largely to the intensive educational campaign carried 
on. A  full-time Director of Child Welfare serving under the Health 
Department is given wide power and the result is uniform authori
tative advice on all matters pertaining to child culture. Articles on 
infant and child care are published weekly in fifty newspapers. The 
following practical methods are also used:

(a) Demonstrations and public lectures illustrated by lantern 
slides, bearing on fresh air, sunshine, bathing, exercise, etc.

(b) Addresses to teachers and pupils in colleges, primary, second
ary and technical schools.

(c) Addresses to business girls, organized by the Y. W . C. A. 
and similar addresses to young men, arranged by the Y . M. C. A. 
and other bodies.

(d) Saturday and Sunday evening addresses to men and women.
(e) Meetings for mothers and young women concerning the needs 

of home and family,
( f ) Meetings of midwives for special lectures and demonstrations 

bearing on prenatal and postnatal care.
. Two books, “The Feeding and Care of Baby,” and “The Expect
ant Mother,” or “ Baby’s First Month,” are presented to every man 
who applies for a marriage license. It will be noticed that men and 
women alike receive instruction in mothercraft.

The Royal New Zealand Society for the Health of Women and 
Children works in co-operation with the Director of Child Welfare. 
This society conducts several “ Karitane Hospitals” and the Plunket 
Mothercraft Home. In these institutions trained nurses and mid
wives take post-graduate courses in child welfare work and give free 
guidance to rich and poor. This Mothercraft School is more ap
preciated by nurses, midwives and the general public than by doctors. 
Wells is of the opinion that the average physician has not given suf
ficient thought and study to the care and feeding of infants. This
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is attributed to the lack of instruction in medical schools. The author 
feels that further effort should be made to interest the medical pro
fession in this important branch of preventive medicine.

“A  study of North China Dietaries.” W . H. Adolph. Jour. Home 
Ecott. 1924; X V II, 1. The prevalence of malnutrition and the 
fact that a very large proportion of the population of North China 
are known to live on the edge of starvation led to this interesting 
study of North China dietaries, the report of which is based on data 
obtained through a food survey of average middle-class Chinese 
families. The study covered the diets of 340 adults and 114 children 
under twelve years of age, corresponding to a total of 19,777 adult 
unit days. The average family consisted of 7 adults and 3 children. 
Adolph notes the fact that “the family” in China is a more inclusive 
unit than the family of the Occident. A  large proportion of the 
individuals included in the study were engaged in farming. Native 
students who understood and appreciated the purpose of the study 
obtained first hand information in their own homes, keeping account 
of expenditures, of raw materials purchased and consumed. Students 
were requested to record any waste of food; in no case was waste re
ported. Interesting tables of the kinds, quantities and food value 
of foodstuff used are given and compared with the typical American 
diet. The Chinese diet consists largely of cereals. Under present 
conditions in China the milk supply is inadequate even for the very 
small demand and has very little place in the diet.

Chinese students in the United States report that they find it 
difficult to satisfy their appetites with the less bulky and more concen
trated American food. The exact effect of a diet in which the pro
tein is largely of vegetable origin is not known. It will be necessary 
to make an extensive study of food values and the food requirements 
of the people. The author mentions the generally accepted theory 
that the Chinese, through centuries of adapting themselves to circum
stances, have automatically and blindly reached the dietary level where 
the maximum nutrition is purchased for the minimum expenditure. 
Whether this be true or not will be determined by future studies.

“Keeping Employees in Good Health.” J. D. Ellis, Hygeia 
1925; III 25.

Twenty years ago the physician in industry was the exception, not
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the rule. Today every plant where there is a far-sighted and pro
gressive executive has a medical department. Employers have come 
to realize that welfare work pays large dividends in increased effi
ciency and decreases the number of working days lost through illness. 
Ellis divides the functions of the medical service in industry into two 
major groups: (1) health maintenance, and (2) accident prevention 
and treatment, or industrial surgery. Included in the first group of 
duties are: (1) Examination of new employees, (2) Supervision of 
health of the working force and preventive medical measures. (3) 
Industrial hygiene. (4) Nursing service. The physical examination 
of new employees is necessary to determine whether the physical 
condition corresponds to the physical requirements of the job. The 
present day tendency is to classify workers according to their capabil
ities. In large industries there is opportunity to fit the job to the man 
and the man to the job. This also applies to the army of handicapped 
men and women whose physical condition can be checked up at regu
lar intervals by the industrial physician, who will advise them in the 
matter of securing proper treatment and give instructions in hygiene 
and health seeking. The industrial nurse is indespensable to the 
physician and her opportunity to aid the employee is limited only by 
the limitations of her personality.

“The Lenox Hill Hospital Plan For Dental Care of Hospital 
Patients.,, S. W . A. Franken, Jour. A. M. A. 1924; V  83, 1866. 
An interesting account of the dental care given to patients in the hos
pital and out-patient department of the Lenox Hill Hospital, New 
York. The same methods are used in the hospital and dispensary, 
but each department has a separate service. A fully equipped den
tal room is provided and dental interns are trained under an attend
ing dentist, who visits the hospital regularly. The dental intern 
is responsible to the attending dentist who, in turn, is responsible 
to the hospital. A  nurse, who is considered an extern, assists 
the intern. Within twenty-four hours after admission to the 
hospital each patient is given a thorough dental examination and 
condition noted on a chart which is attached to the history 
record. The dental chart is green in order that the attention of the 
attending physician or surgeon will be immediately drawn to it and 
he will be able at once to read the results of the oral examination. 
The field covered by the dental department includes all necessary
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extractions, temporary fillings and minor oral surgery. No plates, 
bridges or artificial restorations are made. It has been found that 
merely cleansing the mouth of patients has benefitted the patients. 
Each patient receives a tooth brush and is required to use it. The 
simple plan adopted by the Lenox Hill Hospital so readily lends itself 
to expansion or contraction that it would seem practical for hospitals 
not having a like service to establish a dental department.

“ Mental Handicaps of Childhood/' D. A. Thom, Hygeia 1924; 
11,750. Previous to the Christian era no effort was made to pro
tect children. Under the Roman law a father was at liberty to sell 
or kill his children if he felt so inclined. During the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries the right of the child to life and protection 
was utterly disregarded. Thom compares the present day attitude 
of society toward the child, with the ignorance, selfishness and bar
barism of the past. Today the child is the centre of the social, edu
cational and economic plan of life and is surrounded by protective 
agencies. The health and well-being of the child is now the na
tion’s chief concern. Physical ills receive prompt attention. Gradu
ally the idea that even a very young child is an individual with a 
marked degree of personality, grew and has led to the recognition 
of the important fact that the emotional life of the child must be 
safe-guarded. Many maladjustments in adult life can be traced to 
fears implanted in early life. Thom warns against minimizing, 
criticizing or ridiculing the fears of childhood.

“A  Plea for More Attention to the Nutrition of the School Child.”
T. Clark. Med Officer, 1924; X X X II, 213. Clark emphasizes the 
little appreciated fact that underfeeding in certain essential foods 
has a baleful effect upon the race and if continued from generation 
to generation will cause harmful changes in heredity characteristics. 
That the school is in a position to assist in teaching health habits to 
children and to disseminate the knowledge of food values and proper 
diet, is shown by the results of a survey of school children made by 
the author in a prosperous community of the Middle West. Obser
vations were made in regard to the habitual use of certain foods. An 
appreciable number of children did not eat breakfast habitually, the 
breakfast of 40 per cent of the total children was composed princi
pally of carbohydrates, 57 per cent of the total number drank coffee 
at breakfast and only 15 per cent used milk. The small number of
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Children using milk was most remarkable considering the fact that 
the survey was made in a rural community, where dairy farming was 
extensively carried on. Every school should have an adequate medi
cal service which will include sanitary supervision of school building, 
class rooms and play grounds, physical examinations, instruction in 
hygiene and close follow-up work in the homes. Valuable informa
tion on sleep, exercise, food habits and other attendant circumstances 
in providing for the nutritional needs of the school child are given, 
also the important and special function of the different food elements, 
Clark considers that special classes for malnourished children should 
be unnecessary in a school system providing proper health super
vision.

“Teaching Crippled Children How to Live.” P. T. Slayback. 
Nation’s Health, 1924; VI, 838. An interesting account of how 
crippled children are taught to overcome their handicaps at the Or
thopedic Hospital-School for Crippled Children, Los Angeles, Calif. 
The site of the hospital was well chosen as it stands in the midst of 
what was once a wonderful botanical garden. Three things are re
quired for admitttance, age under twenty, condition capable of im
provement and normal mentality. Treatments vary from corrective 
exercises to the most complicated surgical operative care. Teachers 
are assigned to the hospital-school by the board of education. Voca
tional training has been developed under a vocational therapist. 
Many of the vocations taught will enable the children to become 
self-supporting. Natural talents are eagerly looked for and de
veloped. One boy who will never be able to stand has a marvelous 
voice. Another boy has a positive genius for monologues and comic 
recitations and has sold his writings to a well known magazine. The 
children are taught to forget their handicaps, to cultivate personality, 
to make the most of the talents with which they have been endowed 
and to prepare themselves for an active citizenship.

“ Youth and the Dragons.” G. K. Pratt, Survey, 1924; LIII, 
475. Pratt graphically describes the changes in a child’s life and 
terms them dragons to be fought and conquered. The first dragon is 
encountered in infancy when the bottle is substituted for the mother’s 
breast; the second when the pre-school age is reached. The young 
child then is graduated from the nursery and learns to depend upon 
himself; the third in school years when the child is compelled to ad-
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just himself to teachers, companions and new responsibilities. A  
formidable dragon rears itself at the adolescent period, | The child’s 
attempt to adjust himself to his environment is easier if the parents 
have taught him not to dodge facts but to face life frankly, A  
warning is sounded against the protecting care which so many parents, 
usually mothers, exercise to guard their children from the realities of 
life instead of preparing them and teaching them to look forward 
joyously to the unknown future. Nature refuses to be balked and in 
such cases the child develops physically but the mental development 
is retarded. The result is a dwarfed personality. This sort of parent 
is likened to a vampire and the clinging, dependent, albeit devoted 
child to a martyr. Parents, teachers and others who have the care 
and training of adolescents are advised to familiarize themselves with 
some of the mental menaces to a healthy adjustment. Proper care 
and guidance is necessary to prevent adult maladjustment. - Pratt 
prophesies that when the importance of mental hygiene is fully under
stood, the wholesome training of a child’s emotions will be considered 
as necessary as intellectual stimulation. - • - ;
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